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APPLICATION FORM
A. Narrative Response to RFP
CBIZ InR is pleased to submit a proposal to provide Mount Penn Borough with investment advisory
custodial services related to the Non-Uniform plan being offered to the employees of the Borough.
As an independent Registered Investment Advisory firm, CBIZ InR is committed to offering
unbiased advice designed to assist our clients to discharge their fiduciary duties. Our fully
transparent program is designed to assure no conflicts of interest and our focus on working with
our clients to achieve a rate of return equal to the interest rate being used by the pension actuary.
CBIZ InR specializes in providing investment advisory services for governmental entities like
Mount Penn Borough. Since 1992, we have been fortunate to work with over 80 different
municipalities in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, using the same low-cost passive approach
featuring the Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) from Vanguard® and Blackrock®. Our total market
approach is designed to maximize the probability of achieving the required rate of return while
minimizing the costs and volatility of the portfolio providing fiduciary comfort to the plan sponsor.
We have built an administrative support team to coordinate the needs of the plan sponsor and
plan participants. We manage the process related to any cash flow needs like distributions and
plan expense payments with the custodian and we work with a multitude of administrative firms
and actuaries to assure they obtain the information they need to perform their duties.
We look forward to answering any questions you many have related to our response.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey M. Hugo AIF®, CLU, CEBS, ChFC
Executive Vice President
CBIZ InR
115 West State Street, Suite 300
Media, PA 19063
610.891.1677
jhugo@cbiz.com
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B.

Applicant's history, ownership and organization
1.

List your organization's complete name, address, telephone and fax numbers.
Briefly describe the organization, the year it was founded, location of its
headquarters and other offices, its ownership structure and affiliation with other
companies.

CBIZ INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, LLC DBA CBIZ INR
National Headquarters
CBIZ, Inc.
6050 Oak Tree Blvd., Suite 500
Independence, Ohio 44131
Primary Service Team Location:
CBIZ InR
115 West State St., Suite 300
Media, PA 19063
Name: Rich Ritzer, CFP®
Phone: (610) 891-1677
Fax: (610) 891-1679
Email: rritzer@cbiz.com

*Additional offices located in downtown Philadelphia, PA, Plymouth Meeting, PA and Columbia, MD
Mount Penn
Borough

Media, PA
Cleveland, OH
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2.

Provide a brief history of your organization and affiliated entities, if any.

CBIZ InR has been providing investment advisory services to municipalities in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania for over 26 years. We have developed the intellectual capital and infrastructure to
deliver our services to over 100 municipalities, counties and municipal authorities. We have
external advisors and internal support staff to meet the needs of both the plan sponsor and plan
participants at a very high level.
We have been specializing in working with municipalities like Mount Penn Borough for 26 years.
This has allowed us to become well versed in strategically constructing portfolios to meet the
assumed interest rate that is being used by the plan’s actuary. Our overall investment philosophy
and process is similar across all clients: using low-cost index funds to construct an asset allocation
to meet the assumed interest rate. However, each particular client is different from a risk tolerance
standpoint. We may implement a different asset allocation for a particular client that has a higher
assumed rate than another if that client accepts that allocation.
With this client base, we have worked with all types of defined contribution plans (401(a), 457, and
we even have grandfathered municipal 401(k) plans.) In each instance, we act as a fiduciary for
the investment advice we provide, and we believe in full fee disclosure and transparency.
a.

What is the total asset base of the municipal pension funds on which you consult?

CBIZ InR as an aggregate client base of 87 municipal defined benefit plans with assets in excess
of $650 million and 76 municipal defined contribution plans with assets in excess of $100 million,
b.
How many plans do you
provide
Consultative services? Custodial services?

administrative services for?

We provide fiduciary investment advisory services to our 87 defined benefit plans and 76 defined
contribution plans. We use TD Ameritrade to provide custodial services for these plans.
c.
Describe your organization's level of experience and knowledge of the particular
elements of the Borough’s pension program.
CBIZ InR currently advises on 87 uniform, non-uniform and authority pension plans and 76 defined
contribution plans in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and has been doing so since 1992. CBIZ
InR has become extremely familiar with Pennsylvania’s Act 600, 205 and 44 due to an extensive track
record in dealing with these types of pensions. We work closely with the plan’s actuary to consult on
how changing the assumed interest, for example, may affect the plan funding provisions and minimum
municipal obligation. Through the years, CBIZ InR has developed wonderful working relationships with
the Pennsylvania Auditor General’s Office and with various administrative firms in the Commonwealth.
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d. Describe your level of experience in advising municipal authorities on defined
contribution and defined benefit programs.
CBIZ InR currently advises on 87 uniform, non-uniform and authority pension plans and 76 defined
contribution plans in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and has been doing so since 1992. CBIZ
InR has become extremely familiar with Pennsylvania’s Act 600, 205 and 44 due to an extensive
track record in dealing with these types of pensions. We work closely with the plan’s actuary to
consult on how changing the assumed interest rate, for example, may affect the plan funding
provisions and minimum municipal obligation. Through the years, CBIZ InR has developed wonderful
working relationships with the Pennsylvania Auditor General’s Office and with various administrative
firms in the Commonwealth.
In addition to the defined benefit plans, we have been able to carry the knowledge we built in managing
these plans over to our defined contribution accounts, so that non-uniform 401(a), DROP accounts
and 457 participants can also access low cost passive investments from Vanguard®. We build risk
based models that are used by our defined contribution plan participants. We have dedicated staff to
meet with employees in these participant-directed accounts. We are proud to share that we work with
Chester, Bucks, Berks and Delaware Counties, as well as many boroughs, townships, cities, and
authorities in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to provide 457 and DROP services. Please see
Exhibit A for an overview of these services.
3.

Describe the range of activities of your organization and any affiliated entities.

CBIZ, Inc. Facts
•
One of the top ten accounting services providers in the U.S. – CBIZ/Mayer Hoffman McCann
•
One of the ten largest valuation firms in the U.S.
•
Voted #1 benefits specialist in the U.S by Business Insurance Magazine (5+ consecutive years)
•
Over 4,000 employees in more than 100 offices nationwide
•
CBIZ does not manage money in the traditional sense, but does advise corporate retirement
plan clients on their investment approach.
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4.
Within the last five (5) years has your organization or an officer or principal been involved
in any business litigation or other legal proceedings relating to your professional activities? If so,
provide an explanation and indicate the current status or disposition.
From time to time and in the normal course of business, our corporation is involved in claims that
involve issues related to our brokerage and consulting activities. At this time there are no claims that
would negatively impact CBIZ RPS’s or any of its employees’ ability to perform its duties and obligations
under this engagement for Mount Penn Borough.
5.
Identify the consultants and other key staff who would be involved in
serving our account. Provide resumes for these individuals.
If CBIZ InR had the privilege to work with Mount Penn Borough, Mike Glackin, CFP®, AIF®, Jeff Hugo
AIF®, CLU, CEBS, ChFC, Rich Ritzer, CFP® and Jennifer Coale would be responsible for servicing the
pension plan. Mike, Jeff and Rich would attend all review meetings. A brief overview of each
employee is below:
Michael Glackin AIF®, CFP®
President
Michael Glackin is the President and co-founder of CBIZ InR, a
Registered
Investment Advisory Firm headquartered in Media, PA.
A graduate of Widener University, Mike is an Accredited Investment
Fiduciary (AIF®) and a Certified Financial Planner (CFP®). Mike has over
25 years of experience in the financial industry.
As President of CBIZ InR, Mike manages the firm. He handles the
staffing, compliance, trading, and client management functions of the firm and is actively
involved in the new business efforts. Mike is the Chairman of the Investment Committee.
Mike is actively involved in the public relations functions of CBIZ InR. He served as a panelist
at the Fifth Annual World Series of Exchange Traded Funds. He was the guest speaker on FOX
29: Good Day Philadelphia Money Talk. Mike has been named a 5 Star Wealth Manager by
Five Star Professional.
Jeffrey M. Hugo AIF®, CLU, CEBS, ChFC
Vice President
Jeffrey M. Hugo is a Vice President and co-founder of CBIZ InR, a Registered
Investment Advisory Firm headquartered in Media, PA. Previous to joining CBIZ
InR, Jeff spent 19 years with Nationwide Financial as a Regional Vice President.
Jeff was in charge of the Mid-Atlantic Region for Nationwide. He also spent 7
years at AON subsidiaries consulting with plan sponsors.
Jeff is a graduate of the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, where he received
a B.S. in Economics. He is an Accredited Investment Fiduciary (AIF®). He has received the
Chartered Life Underwriter Designation (CLU) and Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC)
designations from the American College. Jeff holds the designation Certified Employee Benefit
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Specialists (CEBS) awarded by the Wharton School and the International Foundation for
Employee Benefit Plans.
Jeff was a founding member and past president of the Philadelphia Chapter of the Certified
Employee Benefits Specialists Program. Jeff has taught pension and asset management
courses for the American College, Penn State University, and Neumann College.
Rich Ritzer, CFP®
Vice President
Rich is a Vice President at CBIZ InR. He began his working with the Vanguard
Group in Malvern, PA and has a solid foundation in the benefits of indexed
investing, financial planning, and working with employer sponsored retirement
plans.
As a Vice President of CBIZ InR, Rich specializes in developing and managing
retirement plan solutions for retirement plan clients by providing independent
advice on fiduciary oversight, investment due diligence, fee transparency, as well as advice
and education for individual plan participants.
Jennifer Coale
Account Executive
Jennifer Coale is an Account Executive at CBIZ InR. Jen oversees the day-to-day
administrative functions necessary to keep our plans running smoothly. Her
duties include managing the periodic payment and tax reporting needs of our
municipal accounts and fielding the inquiries from the staff employees of our
municipal clients. She is instrumental in obtaining information related to asset
statements and other information related to inquiries related to plan audits and
participant questions. She is in constant contact with representatives at TD
Ameritrade Institutional and TD Ameritrade Trust Company. Jen graduated from Kent State
University, with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology. She has been with CBIZ InR since 2011.
C.

Services.
1. Describe your proposal regarding custodial services
We custody the assets of our clients’ pension plans at TD Ameritrade. TD provides custody of the
plan assets, generates monthly custody statements that document all transactions, provides benefit
payment services, and handles the associated tax reporting (Form 1099-R and Form 945).
In our biography section, you will see information on Jennifer Coale. Jen works directly with the plan
sponsor and actuary to coordinate all administrative needs and she also interacts with plan
participants/individual retirees to address any questions they may have.
Because we work with 87 municipal pension plans with assets over $650 million, TD has assigned
dedicated personnel at who work directly with Jen to assure the administrative functions are
performed promptly and accurately.
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2.

Describe your proposal regarding investment services

As a fiduciary to the Mount Penn Borough pension fund, we will provide investment advisory services
using low-cost ETF vehicles. We will develop, implement and monitor the investment policy statement
along with constructing the appropriate asset allocation. We do not employ active managers in our
process. We are strong proponents of indexing, also called passive management, and low cost
investing. Using Vanguard and iShares, we incorporate a “total market” approach where we essentially
have a position in all equities and fixed income securities across the globe. We believe that developing
an appropriate long term strategy based on a portfolio’s asset allocation is superior to analyzing and
concentrating on a specific asset class or security. Thus, our investment portfolios are constructed
based on our asset allocation process and information data gathered from the pension plan and
committee.
We will develop asset class assumptions utilizing historical risk, return and correlation data obtained
from our third party research platforms. For these forward looking assumptions, we use the index for
each asset class as it is important for us to adhere to our passive investment management philosophy.
Our process also includes forecasting various risk/return ranges for asset classes to develop expected
rates or return for our risk-based model portfolios. From this research, along with the goals and
objectives of the committee, we implement our target allocation for the portfolio.
3.

Describe your proposal regarding administrative and consultative services

We will work closely with the plan actuary to deliver the administrative functions of the pension plan.
CBIZ InR will “quarterback” the plan by providing the fiduciary investment advisory services, quarterly
review meetings and managing the custodial relationship. Jennifer Coale will be the single point of
contact working with the plan sponsor and coordinating all pension needs. She works directly with the
custodian, TD Ameritrade as well as the plan participants.
D. Fees
1. Please provide a fee proposal for the services outlined in this request. Itemize
separate charges for separate services where appropriate.
CBIZ InR is an independent Registered Investment Advisory firm that does not receive any form of
compensation other than the stated wrap fee for its services that is deducted directly from plan
assets. There are no indirect fees of any kind or are there front- or back-end loads.
We will manage the Mount Penn Borough Pension Plan on a wrap fee basis. That wrap fee will be
.40% of assets and deducted from plan assets.
Our wrap fee program will provide the following services:
•
•
•
•

Fiduciary Investment Management Services
Custody of Assets through TD Ameritrade
Trading Costs
Costs for Periodic Payments and Tax Reporting related to pension payments to recipients
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ANNUAL FEES FOR MOUNT PENN BOROUGH PENSION PLAN – INVESTMENT ADVISORY
Description

Fee

Custodian

0%

Direct cost for custodial services
Investment Advisory
Direct cost for investment advisory
services
ETF Expenses
ETF fees

0.40%

Individual

0.07%

Investment Expenses
Fees for underlying investments outside of
mutual funds (separate account manager
fees, etc.)
TOTAL ANNUAL FEES
Other Potential Fees

N/A

N/A

0.47%

Explanation
Included in Wrap Fee
.40% of combined assets, assessed quarterly.
This is the dollar weighted average expense
ratio based on the assets that
will be placed in ETFs.
This is the dollar weighted average expense based on
the assets placed in separate accounts.
This represents the total in all fees.
N/A

In the case where we have participant directed non-uniform plans, we have developed a program that
can cost effectively handle employer contributions, voluntary employee 457 contributions and pre-Act
44 DROP contributions. In that program, we use the recordkeeping capabilities of Aspire Financial and
the custody service of TD Ameritrade. This program also includes low-cost index funds from Vanguard®.
Please see Exhibit A for an overview of our defined contribution program.
If the defined contribution program(s) will be utilized, the fees will be as follows:

ANNUAL FEES FOR MOUNT PENN BOROUGH DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN (if applicable)
Description

Fee

Custodian and Recordkeeping
Direct cost for these services
Investment Advisory
Direct cost for investment
services
Fund
Individual ETF fees

0.15% & $20
advisory

Expenses

Investment Expenses
Fees for underlying investments outside of
mutual funds (separate account manager
fees, etc.)
TOTAL ANNUAL FEES
Other Potential Fees

0.40%
0.07%

N/A
0..62% and $20 pear year
N/A

Explanation
Per participant per year
.40% of combined assets, assessed quarterly.
This is the dollar weighted average expense
ratio based on the assets that
will be placed in mutual funds.
This is the dollar weighted average expense based on
the assets placed in separate accounts.
This represents the total in all fees.
N/A

2.
Provide an hourly fee schedule for any additional services not included in the basic
scope of services.
All fees were provided in the previous answer.
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I. Investment policy, research and reporting
1.

Describe your approach to investment research.

We draw on third party resources such as Vanguard, Morningstar, Bloomberg, Ibbotson, BlackRock
and TD Ameritrade to obtain capital markets assumptions and forward looking projections based on
asset allocation. Since we employ a passive investment philosophy, we focus on developing an asset
allocation to achieve the desired rate of return while maximizing risk-adjusted returns. We also focus
on the underlying fees and how closely the index fund tracks the benchmark.
2.

How are investment managers evaluated?

CBIZ InR does not employ active managers in our process. We obtain Capital Markets Information from
a variety of sources including those named in the previous response. We use each source to evaluate
the current market environment as well as forecasting asset classes to develop a long term strategic
allocation for our clients. The index funds that we use for our clients are evaluated based on overall
expenses and how closely the fund tracks the associated benchmark.
3.
Describe your asset allocation process for pension investments, if the plan's
investments are directed by the governing authority. Be sure to address the development of
investment policies, portfolio structure, and guidelines for investment managers.
CBIZ InR’s asset allocation process is outlined as follows:
Forecast return, risk and correlation for asset classes in equity, bond and international categories.
This information is obtained from the various research sources we subscribe to and then integrated
into the selection process.
The first step in CBIZ InR’s asset allocation process is to work with Plan Fiduciaries to develop the
Plan’s investment policy. This is a multi-step process that first begins with understanding the goals,
risk tolerance and financial objectives of the committee. We subsequently build risk-based asset
allocation models using data that is derived from our passive investment management philosophy and
forecasted allocation assumptions.
Once the investment policy is mutually agreed upon by Plan Fiduciaries and CBIZ InR; then additional
data is gathered to develop the asset allocation models. The key financial data includes:
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•
•
•
•

Investment return objective of the plan – (assumed interest rate used by plan actuary);
Demographics of the plan;
Funding ratio of the plan;
Risk tolerance of the Plan Fiduciaries.

CBIZ InR uses this information to develop a number of different asset allocation models. During the
plan review with the Plan Fiduciaries, the differences in the risk/reward characteristics are discussed
by comparing the proposed Portfolio Allocations. This is followed by fact based discussions and
eventual agreement/consensus between CBIZ InR and Plan Fiduciaries.
Once the final decision is reached, it is documented in the investment policy Statement. Please refer
to Exhibit B for a sample of our allocation analysis and investment policy statement. This allows us to
project asset class returns, along with other risk/return analytics to construct our portfolios based on
the objective of the plan.
Our process is such that we manage the program to comply with the Investment Policy Statement. In
order to maintain our investment objective and implement risk control guidelines, we rebalance our
portfolios to reset back to our desired asset allocation on a quarterly basis. Each year we revisit our
assumptions and suggest any changes that we feel are necessary.
4.
What is your firm's process for e s t a b l i s h i n g
objectives?

the client's investment

Please see our response to the previous question for establishing our clients’ objectives.
5.
Describe the due diligence process utilized in the selection and monitoring of
investment products.
We use third-party research platforms to obtain data to choose our index funds. They include:
•
Vanguard
•
Fi360
•
Morningstar
•
Bloomberg
•
TD Ameritrade Institutional
Since we employ a passive investment philosophy, our due diligence focuses on underlying fund
expense ratios (fees), performance relative to the benchmark, R-squared, Beta and tracking error. The
goal is to make sure the manager is replicating benchmark as close as possible.

a.

Do
you
receive
any
direct or
from investment product providers?

indirect

compensation

We do not.
6.
Comment on your philosophy regarding portfolio structure for municipal pension
plans.
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CBIZ InR does not employ active managers in our process. We are strong proponents of indexing, also
called passive management. We utilize passive Exchange Traded Funds from firms like Vanguard® and
BlackRock®. These investment products track the appropriate investment benchmark, are fully
invested with no cash drag, are totally transparent and are extremely low cost. They are exceptionally
liquid, have no style drift and are ideal for populating the asset classes in the asset allocation portfolios
we design to meet the funding needs of the plan we consult with. This process produces no bias and
it is totally objective. Studies show that actively managed investment vehicles frequently underperform
their benchmarks.
Please note: CBIZ InR’s investment philosophy is based on a number of well documented studies that
have concluded that asset allocation decisions have the greatest impact on the overall long-term
performance of a portfolio.
Asset allocation is based on the principle that individual asset classes have different investment
characteristics and that these asset classes can be combined to optimize the objectives of the
investment policy statement. For any given expected rate of return, an optimal mix of asset classes
can be designed that will yield an expected rate of return with the least amount of volatility or risk.
Additionally, for any given level of assumed risk, a higher expected investment return may be obtained
by mixing different asset classes as compared to investing in a single asset class.
Please see a research study in Exhibit C provided by Vanguard® that outlines the advantages of index
investing.
7.
Describe the educational services to participants and the governing authority which
you expect to provide or make available within the quoted fee.
We take pride not only how strongly we embrace our approach, but the level of service and education
we are able to provide to our clients. We treat every quarterly pension meeting as an education
opportunity with trustees. We work closely with the plan’s actuary to consult on how changing the
assumed interest rate, for example, may affect the plan funding provisions and minimum municipal
obligation. We are extremely well versed in DROP plans and convey how they ultimately affect the plan
as well. Another important topic we discuss is how fees ultimately affect the plan over the long run.
This is a topic that has come up at the state level through the Auditor General and Governor Wolf’s
Task Force Recommendations. You may see a copy of these statements in Exhibit D.
For example, we recently showed a client how it would be beneficial to deposit the minimum municipal
obligation on a quarterly basis rather than as a lump sum. This allows for dollar cost averaging within
the plan and can potentially help enhance returns over the long run.
For defined contribution plans, we act in a fiduciary capacity and we will provide investment advisory
services using low-cost mutual funds through Vanguard®. We will develop, implement and monitor the
investment policy statement along with constructing the appropriate model portfolios and investment
lineups for plan participants. Participants will have the ability to choose from a pre-constructed riskbased model portfolio or create their own asset allocation by choosing from a diversified mutual fund
lineup. Your plan representative will be available for on-site visits to meet with participants to help
them with retirement planning and investment advice. It is important for us to meet with plan
participants to provide education on how their savings, timeframe and risk tolerance will affect their
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retirement income. Another important topic we discuss is how fees ultimately affect the plan over the
long run.
In constructing the risk-based models, we will develop asset class assumptions utilizing historical risk,
return and correlation data obtained from our third party research platforms. For these forward looking
assumptions, we use the index for each asset class as it is important for us to adhere to our passive
investment management philosophy. Our process also includes forecasting various risk/return ranges
for asset classes to develop expected rates or return for our risk-based model portfolios that are
available to plan participants.
We partner with Aspire Financial services to provide recordkeeping and TD Ameritrade to provide
custodial services. We essentially “quarterback” these functions while simultaneously working with
plan sponsor and providing education and advice to plan participants. Through Aspire and TD
Ameritrade, we will provide reporting on the participant and plan sponsor level. Participants can view
their accounts online at any time in addition to receiving quarterly account statements. Plan sponsors
can obtain plan-level reports through our recordkeeping system that contain features such as
purchases, sales, gains, market values, etc. These reports can be obtained at any time.
From a compliance standpoint, we will provide plan documentation and fiduciary support. As a 3(38)
investment manager, CBIZ InR acknowledges its fiduciary status in all client relationships. In this
capacity the retirement plan committee is relieved of fiduciary liability as it relates to the selection,
monitoring and replacing of the investment options in the plan. This, coupled with a low-cost indexed
approach and unbiased advice, allows us to provide a unique service model that is different from many
other providers in this space.
8.

Describe your reporting procedures.

We use Albridge Solutions, Inc. web based accounting portfolio and performance software.
Performance calculations are performed using the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Calculation Method.
The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is used to calculate the true, money-weighted rate of return. Like the
Modified Dietz calculation, the portfolio or asset is valued at the starting and ending points of the
period. And, cash flows are included based on their timing.
The IRR is related to the time-value of money or present value formula. It calculates the discount rate
which will take the starting value and all cash flows to result in the ending market value.
Performance returns for time periods longer than 365 days are annualized. Performance is also
broken down by asset type over any period of time.
Data is also downloaded from Albridge Solutions to Morningstar® Office to deliver the following:
• Portfolio Analysis
• Regional Exposure
• Sector Weightings
• Risk-Reward Characteristics
• Investment Style and Allocation Composition
• Fundamental Analysis
The predominant vehicle for ensuring the accuracy of the account balances and returns-especially
when there is incomplete or bad data delivered to the system-is through a daily account reconciliation
process where the cumulative number of units of an asset in a given account is compared with a
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custodian provided position file for that same asset. If there is an imbalance, the system automatically
reconciles that account balance to the number of units by generating a reconciled positive or negative
transaction. We also back the Albridge data through the Morningstar Office platform. This allows us to
have two platforms running side by side simultaneously to deliver the most accurate performance
reporting data.
For defined contribution plans, participants have the ability to view their accounts online and receive
quarterly statements via mail or can opt in to electronic delivery.
9.
What methods and sources of data do you use in calculating investment performance
of a pension portfolio? How often are performance reports produced and delivered to
participants and to the governing authority? Include a sample performance evaluation report.
Please see refer to the previous answer for the first question.
CBIZ InR proprietary Investment Monitoring Reports can be delivered on an annual, semi-annual or
quarterly frequency. CBIZ InR is able to customize specific performance reports through our
Albridge platform as soon as one (1) day immediately following quarter end. We prefer to schedule
our quarterly client meetings a week or so after the end of the calendar quarter so that we can
gather other information such as quarterly market commentary to share with our clients. Sample
pension reports and defined contribution statements can be found in Exhibit E.
10. Describe how participants, in a participant directed plan, can change investment
allocations. Describe how the governing authority can change the plan's investment
allocation in a plan that does not allow participant investment elections.
In the case of participant directed defined contribution plans, participants have the ability to change
their investment allocations either online or by providing an updated enrollment form. Our program
is built around providing participants with unbiased advice based on their individual situation. We
run them through projections to show them how much income they can expect to receive in today’s
dollars based on their investment selection, contribution amount and timeframe.
The fiduciary investment manager, CBIZ InR, will have discretion regarding plan’s that do not allow
participant investment elections. This provides fiduciary comfort to the plan sponsor. CBIZ InR
engages DALBAR, a third-party credentialing firm to review the firm’s practices and issue a
determination letter to confirm that the practices meet their stringent standards as a plan fiduciary.
Please see Exhibit F for this document.

F.

Scope of services: Please indicate whether your firm proposes to provide the following
services within the quoted fee or if in the alternative you intend for a service to be provided
by the plan's actuary.
1. Attendance participant and Board meetings upon request.
Yes.
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2. All benefit calculations.
Provided by plan actuary on defined benefit plan.
3. Annual benefit statements for all active participants.
Provided by plan actuary on defined benefit plan and provided by CBIZ for defined contribution
plan.
4. Maintenance of relevant records for all active, retired and terminated vested
members of each plan.
Provided by plan actuary on defined benefit plan.
5. Timely updates on any changing legislation and regulations that are relevant to
the administration of the pension plans.
Yes.
6. Copies of all files, correspondence, and records, at no cost to the Borough, within
thirty (30) days upon termination of services.
Yes.
7. Consultative and participant communication services as needed.
Yes.
8. Plan documents (457, 401a, etc.) as required along with restatements as required.
In conjunction with the plan actuary.
9. Preparation of retirees' 1099-Rs
Yes.
10. Preparation on monthly and annual financial statements.
In conjunction with the plan actuary.
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CBIZ InR

Fiduciary Investment Services

The Platform
• CBIZ InR offers a turnkey unbundled defined contribution platform
consisting of strategic partnerships to provide independent
recordkeeping, administration and fiduciary advisory services.
• This approach allows flexibility, predictability and transparency.

CBIZ InR
Investment
Consulting

Your
Plan

Admin
Services*

Aspire
Recordkeeping

CBIZ InR
Fiduciary
Advisory
Services

*Admin services may be provided by CBIZ RPS, DWC or TD Ameritrade depending on plan type

Fiduciary Comfort
Not only do we tailor each plan to
accommodate risk tolerance, but we also help
shoulder institutional risk.
We provide protection by sharing and
absorbing fiduciary risk.
• CBIZ InR:
 Serves as an Independent Financial Advisor
 A Dalbar® Certified ERISA 3(38) Investment
Manager
 Selects Asset Classes Appropriate for Portfolios
 Continually Monitors and Replaces Investments
when Prudent
 Maintains Highest Fiduciary Standards

The DALBAR 3(38) Certification Program provides an independent assessment of an investment manager’s ability to
satisfy the requirements of ERISA section 3(38). CBIZ InR has met the requirements set forth by DALBAR to become a
DALBAR Certified ERISA 3(38) Investment Manager

Investment Consulting
CBIZ InR utilizes a passive investment approach via Vanguard Index
funds. Low fees, coupled with broad asset exposure, can help to
provide competitive returns over the long run.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Investment Offering
CBIZ InR provides a low-cost, broadly diversified investment menu.
All-in-one investment

Core investment
Money market/
Stable value fund

Total bond market
index fund

Model portfolios
Total U.S. stock
market index fund

Total international stock
market index fund

Supplemental investments
Fixed income funds

Large
Value

Large
Blend

Large
Growth

Mid
Value

Mid
Blend

Mid
Growth

Small
Value

Small
Blend

Small
Growth

International funds

Domestic equity funds

Investment Offering (continued)
CBIZ InR provides a low-cost, broadly diversified investment menu.
TICKER

FUND NAME

DESCRIPTION

MF4470

MetLife GAC Series 25053 Class 0 Shares

Stable Value

VBTLX

Vanguard® Total Bond Market Index; Admiral

Intermediate Investment Bond

VAIPX

Vanguard® Inflation-Protected Securities; Admiral

Inflation Protected Bond

VBILX

Vanguard® Intermediate-Term Bond Index; Admiral

Intermediate Term Bond

VICSX

Vanguard® Intermediate-Term Corp Bond Index; Admiral

US Corp Bond

VBIRX

Vanguard®

VTABX

Vanguard® Total International Bond; Admiral

World Bond

VIGAX

Vanguard® Growth Index; Admiral

Large-Cap Growth

VLCAX

Vanguard® Large-Cap Index; Admiral

Large-Cap Core

VTSAX

Vanguard® Total Stock Market Index; Admiral

Large-Cap

VVIAX

Vanguard®

Value Index; Admiral

Large-Cap Value

VMGMX

Vanguard® Mid-Cap Growth Index; Admiral

Mid-Cap Growth

VIMAX

Vanguard® Mid-Cap Index; Admiral

Mid-Cap Core

VMVAX

Vanguard® Mid-Cap Value Index; Admiral

Mid-Cap Value

VSGAX

Vanguard® Small-Cap Growth Index; Admiral

Small-Cap Growth

VSMAX

Vanguard®

VSIAX

Vanguard® Small-Cap Value Index; Admiral

Small-Cap Value

VEMAX

Vanguard® Emerging Markets Index; Admiral

Emerging Markets

VEUSX

Vanguard® European Index; Admiral

European Region

VTIAX

Vanguard® Total International Index; Admiral

International Multi-Cap Core

VGSLX

Vanguard®

VGPMX

Vanguard® Global Capital Cycles Fund Investor

Short-Term Bond Index; Admiral

Small-Cap Index; Admiral

REIT Index; Admiral

Short Term Bond

Small-Cap Core

Real Estate
Precious Metals

Investment Philosophy
CBIZ InR believes in implementing an appropriate asset allocation
for each investor.

The majority of variance
in a portfolio’s return is
determined by long-term
strategic asset allocation,
rather than an investment
manager.

2%
5%

2%

91.5 % Asset
Allocation Policy
4.6% Security
Selection
1.8% Market
Timing

91%

2.1% Other

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Source: “Determinants of Portfolio Performance”, Brinson, Hood, Beebower, Financial Analysts Journal, July/August
1986. Updated in Financial Analyst Journal, May/June 1991 and “Abstract: Sources of Portfolio Performance – The
enduring importance of Asset Allocation” Vanguard Investment Counseling & Research 2006.

CBIZ InR Model Portfolios

Conservative Portfolio

Target Return
10 Year
4.0%4.5%

Lowest Potential
Risk/Reward
Moderately Conservative
Portfolio

We develop model portfolios
with different risk/reward
characteristics for your
retirement platform, allowing
participants to make an
appropriate selection based
on their risk profile.

Moderate Portfolio

5.5%6.0%

Moderately Aggressive
Portfolio

6.5%7.0%

Aggressive Portfolio

Highest Potential
Risk/Reward

4.5%5.0%

7.5%

Fixed Income
US Equity
International Equity
Alternatives

The models advertised here are not designed based upon the individual needs of any one specific client or investor. However, prior to opening an account using the advertised model, your advisor will
consult with you to determine if your financial objectives are appropriate for investing in the model. You are also provided the opportunity to place reasonable restrictions on the securities held in your
account.

Employee Education

Our goal is to provide
employees retirement
clarity. We develop
projections to show them
what their retirement
income will look like
based on their current
situation. If necessary, we
will alter these projections
by increasing savings, risk
level, timeframe or a
combination of each to
help the employee reach
his/her goal.

Employee Experience
• Easy-to-use navigation tools
• Loan and distribution wizard
• On-demand statements and optional weekly
email statement summary
• Transaction email confirmations
• Easy model view and management
• Enhanced transaction capabilities,
rebalance options and scheduled transfers
• Educational tools and materials customized
by life stages

Views automatically adjusted
on mobile devices for access
anywhere, anytime.

Model Portfolio Construction
CBIZ InR strategically builds each Model Portfolio.

•

We annually research the 10 year forward looking projection of returns by asset
class

•

We develop an asset correlation matrix on the asset classes

•

We run 10,000 simulations (Monte Carlo) for each year in the forecast horizon
based upon various asset allocations

•

We analyze the probability distribution of the forecasted annualized returns of the
asset allocations

•

We build risk based asset allocation models based on the 50th percentile of the
results
We review the performance each calendar quarter and rebalance the portfolio
quarterly, if appropriate

•

Investment Selection in Plans
Each plan participant can choose to use a Model Portfolio or build
their own allocation by allocating their assets among the low cost
Vanguard index funds offered:
Fixed Income

MetLife Stable Value Fund

Total Bond Index

Intermediate Corporate
Bond Index

Fixed Income

Inflation Protected Securities
TIPS

Intermediate Bond Index

Total International Bond
Index

•US Equity

Total Stock Market

US Equity

Large Cap Value Index

Large Cap Index

Large Cap Growth Index

US Equity

Mid Cap Value Index

Mid Cap Index

Mid Cap Growth Index

US Equity

Small Cap Value Index

Small Cap Index

Small Cap Growth Index

International Equity

Total International Index

Emerging Markets Index

European Stock Index

Other

REIT Index

Precious Metals and Mining
Index
The expense ratio of the Vanguard Index Funds range from .07% to .15% of assets.

CBIZ InR Client Commitment

1

Coordinate plan services with recordkeeper and Third Party Administrator (TPA)
2

Present program to employees in group and individual meetings
3

4

5

6

Toll-free telephone access at any time
Coordinate distribution requests
Quarterly participant asset statements

Annual meeting to review plan and suggest improvements

Fees
Our fee for providing fiduciary advice is a percentage of plan assets
and there are never any hidden fees.
Custodian
TD Ameritrade

Recordkeeping
Aspire Financial

Advisory
CBIZ InR

Contact us to learn more!
•
•
•
•
•

Low-cost program
No commission, independent structure
Passive investment approach and risk-based models
Personalized investment and retirement advice
Extensive experience with defined contribution retirement
plans

rritzer@cbiz.com

610.891.1677

CONTACT INFO

CBIZ InR
(610) 891-1677

Learn more by contacting us at team@cbiz.com

Investment management services to individuals, corporations, trusts,
endowments and foundations offered through CBIZ Investment Advisory
Services, LLC, SEC Registered Investment Adviser. Investment management
services to governmental and/or municipal defined benefit plans, 457
plans and related individuals provided by CBIZ Investment Advisory
Services, LLC, dba CBIZ InR and dba CBIZ Retirement Plan Services.

Asset Allocation Analysis
Current vs. Target Portfolio

70-30 ETF Model

Prepared by
Michael Glackin
InR Advisory Services, LLC
115 W. State St.
Ste. 300
Media, PA 19063
Ste. 300
610-891-1677

Data as of 1/15/2018
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70-30 ETF Model
Asset Allocation Analysis
Basic Capital Market Assumptions
Asset Class

Expected Return

(%)
7.41
8.68
8.67
3.60
1.94
7.60
4.47
2.25

US Large Cap
US Mid/Small Cap
Non-US Stock
Bonds
Cash
Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation

Standard Deviation
15.59
20.44
17.43
6.05
1.89
23.12
27.25
1.72

Detailed Capital Market Assumptions
Asset Class

Expected Return (%)

Standard Deviation

Yield (%)

Total Turnover (%)

7.41
8.68
8.67
3.60
1.94
7.60
4.47
2.25

15.59
20.44
17.43
6.05
1.89
23.12
27.25
1.72

2.20
1.45
3.27
4.05
2.04
4.20
2.04
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

US Large Cap
US Mid/Small Cap
Non-US Stock
Bonds
Cash
Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation
Correlation Matrix

Asset Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2

1
2

0.85

3

0.85 0.75

4

0.06 0.09 0.08

5

-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.23

6

0.62 0.60 0.57 0.19 0.02

7

0.21 0.17 0.25 -0.22 -0.01 0.05

8

-0.05 -0.04 -0.01 -0.18 0.50 -0.02 0.13

3
4
5

US Large Cap
US Mid/Small Cap
Non-US Stock
Bonds
Cash
Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation

6
7
8

Degree of Correlation
High

Moderate

None

Moderately Negative

Highly Negative

0.70 to 1.00

0.11 to 0.69

0.10 to -0.10

-0.11 to -0.69

-0.70 to -1.00

Current vs. Target Allocation: 2018
Current

FINRA Members: For internal use or client reporting purpose only.
© 2018All Rights Reserved.

Target

Data as of 1/15/2018|Allocation Analysis
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70-30 ETF Model
Prepared for
70-30 ETF Model

Asset Allocation Analysis

Asset Weight (%)

Prepared by
Michael Glackin

Current

Target

+/- %

US Large Cap
US Mid/Small Cap
Non-US Stock
Bonds
Cash
Real Estate
Commodities

28.69
14.71
23.49
27.78
3.29
2.04
0.00

33.40
16.70
17.50
27.00
3.00
2.40
0.00

4.71
1.99
-5.99
-0.78
-0.29
0.36
0.00

Standard Deviation
Expected Return
Yield
Sharpe Ratio

11.44
6.66
2.89
0.58

11.61
6.65
2.80
0.57

0.17
-0.01
-0.09
-0.01

Efficient Frontier
Expected Return vs Standard Deviation/Risk

10

Target

Current

Efficient Frontier
8
1
6

4

2

0

5

10

FINRA Members: For internal use or client reporting purpose only.
© 2018All Rights Reserved.

15

20

25

0
30

1

Current
Target
Target Allocation 2018-

Other Target
Risk Score

Models

Risk Ranges

Risk and Performance Statistics
Expected
Sharpe
Return
Risk
Yield Ratio
6.66 11.44
2.89
0.58
6.65 11.61
2.80
0.57
6.65 11.61
2.80
0.57

Data as of 1/15/2018|Allocation Analysis
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70-30 ETF Model
Prepared for
70-30 ETF Model

Asset Allocation Analysis

Prepared by
Michael Glackin

Current vs. Target Forecasted Returns
Current Allocation (percentile):
10%
Avg Return (%)
3.2

50%
6.1

Target Allocation (percentile):
Avg Return (%)

90%
8.6

10%

50%

3.2

6.1

90%
8.6
30

19.5

9

-1.5

2018

2023

2028

2033

2038

-12

2043

Return Percentiles
Percentiles

Current
1 Year

Target
1 Year

Current
3 Year

Target
3 Year

Current
5 Year

Target
5 Year

Current
10 Year

Target
10 Year

Current
20 Year

Target
20 Year

95th
75th
67th
50th
33rd
25th
5th

29.30
15.40
11.73
6.42
0.92
-1.08
-10.61

29.37
15.43
11.55
6.36
0.69
-1.55
-11.17

17.33
10.45
9.18
5.89
3.12
1.60
-3.77

17.30
10.59
9.10
5.79
3.03
1.50
-3.74

14.53
9.54
8.24
6.12
3.69
2.83
-1.78

14.65
9.53
8.31
6.22
3.73
2.81
-1.95

12.45
8.53
7.57
6.12
4.56
3.65
0.64

12.41
8.59
7.52
6.11
4.54
3.62
0.40

10.13
7.69
7.03
5.98
4.82
4.25
1.89

10.10
7.65
7.01
5.95
4.79
4.15
1.86

Return Percentiles Comparison Chart (Post Tax, Inflation Adjusted)

40%

Allocation
Current

Target

Percentiles
20%

95th
75th
67th
50th

0%

33rd
25th
5th

-20%
1 Year

3 Year

FINRA Members: For internal use or client reporting purpose only.
© 2018All Rights Reserved.

5 Year

10 Year

20 Year

Data as of 1/15/2018|Allocation Analysis
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70-30 ETF Model
Asset Allocation Analysis

Prepared for
70-30 ETF Model

Prepared by
Michael Glackin

Legal & Regulatory
The information contained in this report is not guaranteed to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither your advisor nor anyone who helped your advisor create or populate this report,
including, but not limited to, any software or information provider, shall be liable for any damages or losses related to your use of the information contained in it.

FINRA Members: For internal use or client reporting purpose only.
© 2018All Rights Reserved.
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70-30 ETF Model
Asset Allocation Analysis

Prepared for
70-30 ETF Model

Prepared by
Michael Glackin

Investment Policy Statement Disclosure
Asset Allocation Disclosure
The Investment Policy Statement is hypothetical in nature and for illustrative purposes. The
suggested Target Allocation does not represent actual securities or performance
information. In all cases, the Investment Policy Statement should accompanied by this
disclosure statement.
Asset Allocation
"Asset allocation" is the decision of how much to invest in each investment category, or
"asset class." Examples of broad asset classes include U.S. stocks, non-U.S. stocks, bonds,
and cash.
The current asset allocation in this report is determined based on the makeup of the
securities held in your current portfolios. The allocation for any holdings which cannot be
classified will be distributed across other asset classes according to proportional market
size of the asset classes.
The target asset allocation in this report was developed by your financial advisor. In
determining a target asset allocation, your advisor may have considered your ability to
handle market volatility -- financially and/or emotionally -- your financial needs and goals,
the expected market behavior of the various asset classes, and other factors. Your advisor
may have used tools developed by Morningstar to arrive at a suggestion, may have used
other commercially or privately available tools, and/or may have applied his/her own
objective or subjective judgment or analysis. Please contact your financial advisor to
understand how your particular asset allocation was selected.
There is no guarantee that your advisor applied any specific methodology in determining
the asset allocation. Tools employed for purposes of arriving at an asset allocation decision,
even when objectively employed, reflect subjective judgments.
There is no guarantee that any tool employed to arrive at the asset allocation proposed in
the report effectively analyzed your situation or resulted in your advisor arriving at an
appropriate allocation. There is no guarantee that the target asset allocation is appropriate
for your situation, or will be an effective means of achieving your financial goals. There is
no guarantee that a particular return or dollar amount will be achieved.
The target asset allocation may include allocations to several different asset classes. While
allocations to multiple asset classes can reduce risk, risk cannot be completely eliminated
with diversification. There is no guarantee that the identified mix of asset classes will
eliminate risk, reduce your current exposure to risk, or manage your exposure to risk in a
way that is tolerable for you.
However, investors should note that security implementation decisions that must be made
in implementing a particular asset allocation may have a significant effect on the actual
risk and return results for a portfolio of securities. If the suggestions are implemented using
specific securities, shares may be worth more or less than when invested. There is no
guarantee of a specific return or dollar value.
Morningstar is not a broker/dealer or FINRA-member firm.
Asset Class Assumptions
The Standard Deviation, Expected Return, and Sharpe Ratio values displayed for the Current
and Target asset allocations, as well as the wealth forecast and estimation of probability
of achieving financial goals, are dependent upon the Capital Market Assumptions. These
assumptions consist of estimated returns for each asset class, variability of return, and the
correlation between the returns of the asset classes.
FINRA Members: For internal use or client reporting purpose only.
© 2018All Rights Reserved.

The Capital Market Assumptions displayed above were developed by Ibbotson Associates,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. These forward-looking estimates were
calculated using a proprietary variation of Ibbotson Associates' "Building Blocks" approach.
This approach separates the expected return of each asset class into three components:
the real risk-free rate, expected inflation, and the risk premium for each asset class. The
real risk-free rate is the return that can be earned without incurring any default or inflation
risk. Expected inflation is the additional reward demanded to compensate investors for
future price increases, and risk premia measure the additional reward demanded for
accepting uncertainty associated with investing in a given asset class. The building block
approach then adds the historical risk premium for each asset class to the current risk-free
rate and expected inflation.
The intermediate treasury yield curve rate was applied to determine the real risk free rate.
The risk premia are derived from the historical relationship between the returns of the asset
class and the risk-free rate. In this way, past data is incorporated into the assumption of
the future returns.
Please Note: Although prudent assumptions have been applied, the rate of return and risk
for an investment cannot be predicted with certainty, nor can correlation coefficients
between investments. There is no guarantee that income or gain realized will be repeated.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Further, security implementation
decisions may have a significant effect on risk and return results. The returns and risks
identified in the illustration in no way represent a guarantee that the portfolio will produce
a particular result.
There is no guarantee that the target amount will be achieved over the investing horizon.
Principal value and investment return will fluctuate, so that an investor's investment, when
redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original investment. Please note the Target
Allocation applied is dependent on the input supplied by your financial advisor, which
impacts the results provided.
Limitations
The accuracy of any analysis is contingent upon the appropriateness and accuracy of the
assumptions. Not all potentially relevant details about your personal or financial situation
were collected or considered in the analysis. Unexpected changes in your situation and in
market conditions may change actual results.
The analysis applies projections of risk, return, and correlation at an asset class level.
Security implementation decisions may result in significantly different outcomes.
Asset Class Indexes
The indexes listed below are used in the software as proxies to represent each asset class
for purposes of illustrating historical performance.
Morningstar Consolidated
Russell 1000 (US Large Cap)
Consists of the 1000 largest companies within the Russell 3000 index. Also known as the
Market-Oriented Index, because it represents the group of stocks from which most active
money managers choose. The returns for the index are total returns, which include
reinvestment of dividends. Frank Russell Company reports its indices as one-month total
returns.
Russell 2000 (US Mid/Small Cap)

Data as of 1/15/2018|Allocation Analysis
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70-30 ETF Model
Asset Allocation Analysis
Consists of the smallest 2000 companies in the Russell 3000 Index, representing
approximately 7% of the Russell 3000 total market capitalization. The returns we publish
for the index are total returns, which include reinvestment of dividends.
MSCI EAFE (Non-US Stock)
Listed for foreign stock funds (EAFE refers to Europe, Australasia, and Far East). Widely
accepted as a benchmark for international stock performance, the EAFE Index is an
aggregate of 21 individual country indexes that collectively represent many of the major
markets of the world. NDTR_D indexes provide an estimate of the total return that would
be achieved by reinvesting one twelfth of the annual yield reported at every month end. It
also takes into account actual dividends before withholding taxes, but excludes special tax
credits declared by companies. In addition, NDTR_D indexes subtract withholding taxes
retained at the source, for foreigners who do not benefit from a double taxation treaty.
BarCap US Agg Bond (Bonds)
Composed of the Lehman Brothers Govt/Credit Index, the Mortgage-Backed Securities
Indices, and the Asset-Backed Securities Index, an unmanaged market value-weighted
performance benchmark for investment-grade fixed-rate debt issues, with maturities of at
least one year, and an outstanding par value of at least $100 million.
Citi Treasury Bill 3 Mon (Cash & Equivalents)
Citigroup 3 Month T-Bill Index measures monthly return equivalents of yield averages that
are not marked to market. The 3 Month Treasury Bill Index consists of the last three threemonth Treasury bill issues and returns for this index are calculated on a monthly basis only.
FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs (Real Estate)
The FTSE NAREIT US Real Estate Index Series is designed to present investors with a
comprehensive family of REIT performance indexes that spans the commercial real estate
space across the US economy. The index series provides investors with exposure to all
investment and property sectors.
DJ UBS Commodity (Commodities)
The DJ UBS Commodity Index SM is composed of futures contracts on physical
commodities. Unlike equities, which typically entitle the holder to a continuing stake in a
corporation, commodity futures contracts normally specify a certain date for the delivery
of the underlying physical commodity. In order to avoid the delivery process and maintain
a long futures position, nearby contracts must be sold, and contracts that have not yet
reached the delivery period must be purchased. This process is known as "rolling" a futures
position. The DJ UBS Commodity Index is a "rolling index."

FINRA Members: For internal use or client reporting purpose only.
© 2018All Rights Reserved.
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SAMPLE PENSION PLAN

I N V E S T M E N T P O L I C Y S TA T E M E N T

PURPOSE

This document provides the framework for the management of the Sample Pension Plan. The document
is divided into five sections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Investment goals and responsibilities,
Investment policies and procedures,
Asset allocation policies and investment allocations,
Performance objectives, and
Investment guidelines and review.

INVESTMENT GOALS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

•

The investment goals state the mission of the retirement plan and its investment program. They
articulate the philosophy and process for the management of plan assets.

•

The overall goal of the Sample Pension Plan (the “Plan”) is to provide benefits, as anticipated under
the retirement Plan, to its participants and their beneficiaries through a carefully planned and executed
investment program.

•

The Plan Sponsor shall be responsible for the creation of the investment policies of the Plan and
provide oversight for the management of the Plan’s assets.

•

Sample will make the necessary contributions as dictated by the Plan document. Benefits will be
funded through a combination of township contributions, member contributions, and investment
earnings on the Plan’s assets.

•

The Plan Sponsor shall select investments with specific objectives and guidelines to manage the Plan’s
assets.

•

The investment philosophy of the Plan is to create a management process with sufficient flexibility to
capture investment opportunities as they may occur, yet maintain reasonable parameters to ensure
prudence and care in the execution of the investment program.

•

The Plan Sponsor seeks to produce a return on investment which is based on levels of investment risk
that are prudent and reasonable given prevailing capital market conditions. While the Plan Sponsor
recognizes the importance of the preservation of capital, it also recognizes modern portfolio theory,
which maintains that varying degrees of investment risk will be rewarded with compensating returns.
Consequently, prudent risk-taking is warranted and justifiable.

•

The retirement investment program shall at all times comply with existing and future applicable state
and federal regulations.

INVESTMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

The policies and procedures of the investment program guide its implementation and outline the specific
responsibilities of the Plan Sponsor and its investment managers. The investment policies of the Plan shall
be based on a program that will consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The financial condition of the Plan
The expected long term capital market outlook
The Plan Sponsor’s risk tolerance
Future growth of active and retired participants
Expected inflation
Expected costs and benefit payments

The financial planning process considers alternative investment policies and measures their potential
impact on the financial condition of the Plan and future retirement costs.
Based on the financial Plan it will be the responsibility of the Plan Sponsor, the Plan’s fiduciary, to
determine the specific allocation of the investments (the asset policy mix) among the various asset classes
considered prudent given the Plan’s liability structure. The long-term allocation guidelines shall be
expressed in terms of a target and ranges for each asset class to provide sufficient flexibility to take
advantage of shorter-term market opportunities as they may occur.
The asset policy mix shall be sufficiently diversified to maintain a reasonable level of risk as determined by
the Plan Sponsor without imprudently sacrificing return. The Plan Sponsor shall review the asset
allocation Plan each year with current capital market assumptions to ensure the current asset mix will
achieve the long-term goals of the retirement program.
In accordance with the asset allocation guidelines, the Plan Sponsor will select investment options that will
be responsible for the implementation of the Plan’s investment policies.
The Plan Sponsor will allocate funds across investments to develop the most efficient investment structure
for each asset class. The Plan Sponsor will set guidelines for these options and regularly review their
investment performance against stated objectives.
The procedures for the management of the Plans assets are:
1. The Plan Sponsor will exercise its fiduciary responsibilities in regard to the investment program in
accordance with the provisions of the Plan document.
2. The Plan Sponsor will conduct a formal review of the Plan’s asset allocation policies and investment
structure annually.
3.

The investments of the Plan shall be reviewed no less than quarterly (more often if unusual market
conditions dictate) to ensure that policy guidelines continue to be appropriate and are met. The Plan
Sponsor shall monitor investment returns on both an absolute and comparative basis.

ASSET ALLOCATION POLICIES AND INVESTMENT ALLOCATIONS
The Plan Sponsor has adopted the following asset allocation policies and manager allocations:
Asset Class

Domestic Stocks
International Stocks
Total Stocks

Cash
Domestic Bonds
International Bonds

Total Fixed Income

Target Allocation
49.00%
21.00%
70.00%
3.00%
25.00%
2.00%
30.00%

Permitted Range

+/- 10.0%
+/- 10.0%
+/- 10.0%
+/- 5.0%
+/- 10.0%
+/- 10.0%
+/- 10.0%

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
The Plan’s performance objectives shall be set forth at the total Plan level. All objectives will be
incorporated in the annual review of the Plan’s performance. Rates of return will be calculated based on a
time-weighted rate of return formula.
The performance of the overall fund will be measured relative to:
•
•
•

The actuarial target rate of return
Inflation rate, and
The Plan’s level of risk tolerance

The first objective is achieving a rate of return equal to or greater than the Plans actuarial interest rate. If
the Plan’s assets grow at a rate equal to or greater than the actuarial rate, the Plans funding condition will
be maintained. Earning a lower return will generally result in increased levels of contributions.
The second objective is achieving a real return above inflation. The Plan’s liabilities are sensitive to
inflation as benefits are ultimately determined by future salaries. Failing to achieve the necessary real
return may increase retirement costs.
The third objective is to maintain a risk level within the tolerance level of the plan fiduciaries.

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES & REVIEW

The Plan Sponsor has selected a number of investment options to implement its investment policies. Each
option is retained to invest a specific allocation in accordance with its style and investment process as
specified in the investment guidelines. On an ongoing basis, the Plan Sponsor will monitor the investment
managers for compliance with the investment guidelines and specific objectives.
Modifications may occur for the following reason:
1. Plan objectives have changed and the current investment program is no longer appropriate.
2. Asset class expectations have changed and the Plan’s policy needs to be updated.
ADOPTION OF INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT
Dated this ____ day of _________, 2019
SAMPLE PENSION PLAN

Approved by:

___________________________________
Print Name: _______________
Title: _____________________
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News for Immediate Release
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Auditor General DePasquale Says Underfunded Municipal Pension
Liability Now $7.7 Billion, Up $1 Billion in Two Years
Updated pension report reinforces need for swift legislative action
HARRISBURG – Auditor General Eugene DePasquale today said Pennsylvania’s underfunded municipal
pension liability has now grown to $7.7 billion, an increase of $1 billion over a two-year period. He again
called upon the governor and the General Assembly to place a top priority on finding solutions to this
growing challenge facing communities across the state.
DePasquale released an updated version of his report on municipal pensions that now shows 562
municipalities out of 1,223 municipalities that administer pension plans, are distressed and underfunded,
posing a huge liability to taxpayers.
The auditor general’s initial municipal pension report was based on January 2011 actuarial data from the
Public Employee Retirement Commission (PERC); today’s updated report is based upon the most recent
available data reported to PERC as of January 2013.
“As I said a year ago when I initially raised the issue, our municipal pension challenges are not going
away,” DePasquale said. “It is important to note that this increase in pension liability has occurred during
a growing economy. Clearly, these pension challenges cannot be corrected by a strong stock market. This
is going to take some decisive actions by the governor and the legislature to prevent this municipal
pension issue from crippling state and local taxpayers, and jeopardizing the future for our communities.”
DePasquale noted the example of the City of Scranton where a recent audit showed that, at current
funding levels, the city’s police plan has assets to fund less than five years of benefit payments, while the
firefighters’ and non-uniformed plans have assets to fund less than three years of benefit payments.
“While the underfunded pension situation in Scranton is extreme, the city is certainly not alone,”
DePasquale said. “Without action by the legislature, no relief is in sight for Scranton and the hundreds of
other municipalities facing these serious financial challenges. Waiting out this situation is not an option.
We cannot stand idly by and risk having any of our municipalities become the next bankrupt Detroit or
Stockton, Calif.”
DePasquale’s municipal pension report includes 13 recommendations that could be considered to address
the underfunding of municipal pension plans and the systemic issues associated with the administration of
the plans.
The updated municipal pension report includes a new recommendation that may help resolve systemic
funding issues associated with pension plans:


Absent a statewide plan consolidation, all municipal pension plans should consider using a low
cost, conservative method of investing based on index investing. Such a practice would eliminate
wild fluctuations or poor investment returns. Investment companies such as Vanguard Group (a

Pennsylvania based firm), Fidelity, etc. all provide index investing at an extremely low cost to the
pension plan.
Other recommendations to address systemic issues associated with the administration of municipal
pension plans include:


Consolidation of local government pension plans into a statewide system plan segregated by
different classes of employees, e.g., police officers, firefighters, and non-uniformed employees, for
both current and/or future municipal employees. Such consolidation should consider the size of
local government plans currently in existence and prohibit the merger of plans with unfunded
liabilities with plans that are currently maintaining adequate funding levels.



Consolidation of the administration of the local government pension plans by one entity while
maintaining the existing system of individual pension plans. This overall administrator could be
entities such as the Pennsylvania Municipal Retirement System (PMRS), the State Employees’
Retirement System (SERS), or another large multiple-employer plan administrator.



Develop portability options for existing municipal employees to allow changing municipal jobs
without fear of forfeiting accrued pension benefits.



Mandate a state agency, such as DCED’s Bureau of Local Government Services, to have responsibility
for providing guidance to municipalities for compliance with applicable state statutory provisions.
This agency could also establish best practices, develop manuals, and offer training to municipalities
related to pension plan administration.
The report also includes the following recommendations to address the underfunding of the plans:



Exclude “spiking” overtime and lump-sum payments for accrued leave when determining pension
benefits.
Update age and service requirements for normal retirement eligibility to account for increased life
expectancy.



Establish consistent member contribution provisions.



Narrow the range of acceptable investment rate of return assumption options to reflect current
economic conditions.



Establish a new distress recovery program that would amend the current formula of state aid
distribution to provide for additional state aid based on distress level. Additional aid should only be
provided if municipalities meet certain requirements such as funding plans in accordance with Act
205 standards, agreeing not to provide any benefit increases to current employees, and establishing
a revised benefit structure for new hires.



Set limits on the amount of pension costs that may be reimbursed by the commonwealth, thus
ensuring that municipalities contribute a portion of a plan’s annual pension costs exclusive of state
aid allocations.



Mandate that each municipality publish its annual pension costs, by plan, for public review.



Reduce administrative and management fee expenses.

The auditor general’s updated municipal pension report is available online here.
###
Media contact: Susan Woods, 717-787-1381
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Introduction
According to the latest actuarial data from the Public Employee Retirement Commission (PERC),
as of January 2013, the unfunded liability of Pennsylvania municipal pension plans has doubled
in the last ten years. It is now $7.7 billion. Approximately 3,240 local government plans exist in
the commonwealth; 2,600 of these are municipal plans. About one-third of Pennsylvania
municipal pension plans are less than 80 percent funded. This report focuses on those
underfunded plans.
TREND OF UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITIES
Credit: Public Employee Retirement Commission (December 2014)
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Pennsylvania’s municipal pension challenges have resulted from a combination of many factors,
including a lack of consistent and sound investment assumptions, a failure to fully fund
obligations, increased life expectancies of retirees and current employees, cases where there
are fewer active employees than retirees, and the stock market decline in 2008.
Regardless of the causes of the pension challenges, it is imperative that the Commonwealth’s
system of local government pension plans, as well as their administration, be reformed
immediately. Given that the state courts have consistently and firmly decreed that pension
obligations cannot be reduced or eliminated, a failure to address the funding gap will result in
crippling cuts to critical municipal services that will dramatically impact the quality of life for
residents, commuters, and anyone who does business with the municipality. In extreme cases,
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municipalities in other states have been forced into bankruptcy as a result of failing to address
pension health appropriately.
Due to the need for swift action on municipal pension reform, Governor Tom Wolf assembled a
Task Force on Municipal Pensions in May of this year to come up with workable, fair and
responsible recommendations to address the pension challenges of municipalities. This report
is the result of the work of that task force.
In developing this report, the task force received input from individuals representing
government retirement entities, unions, elected officials, trade associations, research
organizations with expertise in pension issues, and the financial industry (Appendix A). All who
participated in these meetings provided helpful, real-life examples of the pension challenges
and offered many carefully thought-out ideas.
The task force would like to thank all who offered their time and expertise to such an important
endeavor.

Recommendations for Addressing
Pennsylvania’s Municipal Pension Challenge
The Municipal Pension Aid Fund receives about $267 million per year funded out of the Foreign
Casualty Insurance Premium Tax and from a portion of the Foreign Fire Insurance Premium Tax.
Currently, the formula for this state aid, as designed in Act 205 of 1984, covers 100 percent of
the Minimum Municipal Obligation (MMO) for one-third of the municipalities. Other
municipalities receive significantly less than 100 percent. There is little or no annual growth
foreseen in the revenue stream that produces the Municipal Pension Aid Fund.
The task force recommends that any proposed revenue enhancements be considered only if
structural changes are made to the plans. The recommendations from the task force focus on
structural and operational changes that encourage, and in some cases require, responsible and
prudent management of municipal pension plans.

Increasing transparency, accountability and fiscal responsibility to all plans
The following reforms should apply to all municipal pension plans. These standards provide a
more transparent picture of a plan’s fiscal health, control fees paid to external parties, and
make a municipality’s pension obligations more predictable. The purpose is to ensure that
promises of retirement security that have been made to employees can be met without
impairing the ability to maintain services and invest for the future.


Increase penalties for municipalities that do not pay their full minimum municipal
obligation (MMO). The MMO is the minimum amount municipalities are legally
required to contribute annually to a pension fund to maintain long-term solvency.
Currently, the penalty for failure to make the full MMO payment is an interest charge.
2
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An additional penalty is recommended that would eliminate municipal pension state aid
for each year the MMO is not fully paid. A state government entity should be authorized
to enforce this provision.


End the current practice of allowing state aid to be spent on administrative expenses.
The annual distribution of state aid given to municipalities should assist with pension
payments, not administrative fees. Given the number of employees and retirees
counting on benefits, all state aid should be directed to the purpose of meeting the
pension obligations. This change would also encourage control of administrative costs
by requiring them to be part of the annual expenditures of the municipality and not paid
for out of the pension trust assets.



Post actual pension liability. Adopt Generally Accepted Accounting Principles standards
(GAAP). Specifically, adopt and implement Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB) Statement 68, which requires state and local governments to include full
disclosure of all pension obligations in their financial statements. This will increase
transparency of the assumed rate of return versus the actual realized return.



Exclude municipal pensions from the collective bargaining process. This considerably
strengthens municipalities’ ability to predict costs, a critical piece to reform.



Post municipal pension plan costs annually. This includes fees paid to investment
managers, the performance of the funds managed by those investment managers
compared to an appropriate benchmark and administrative expenses of the plan.

Strategies for underfunded municipal pension plans other than Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh
It is critical that significantly underfunded municipal pension plans be placed on a road to
recovery. Specific actions include giving a realistic view of the status of each plan, changing
how the plans are administered, prohibiting benefit enhancements, and creating a new
statewide pension system for all new municipal employees. These significant reforms would put
into place a structure that will prevent further deterioration and force municipalities to deal
with a more realistic understanding of the problems. These steps are imperative if promises to
plan beneficiaries are to be met.
The underfunded plans must adopt three major categories of change:




Adherence to new investment and benefit standards
Shifting of management responsibility away from the municipality
Placement of new hires into a newly created statewide municipal pension system

“Underfunded” is defined as a funding ratio (percent of accrued pension liabilities that are
covered by assets) below 80 percent. The funding ratio is calculated based on the required rate
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of return for the relevant year as described below. The task force presents two alternative
options for the Governor to consider:
o Alternative A. Aggregate the funding ratio of all of a municipality’s defined
benefit plans; if the aggregate falls below 80 percent, all plans must adopt the
changes described below. Currently, 363 municipalities’ aggregate funding ratios
fall below 80 percent.
 Pros:
 Mirrors Act 205 state aid distribution to each municipality, not to
individual plans.
 Requires more plans to adopt stronger and more responsible
standards.
 Prevents potentially damaging divisions between plans in the
same municipality.
 Cons:
 Some municipalities may resist putting restrictions on an
adequately funded plan simply because other plans in its purview
are underfunded.
o Alternative B. Only individual plans that have a funding ratio below 80 percent
must adopt the changes described below. Thus a municipality may have one plan
that would have to adopt the required changes, and one that would not.
 Pros:
 Allows adequately funded plans to remain under the
management of the municipality, with fewer restrictions on
investments and benefit enhancements
 Cons:
 Increases divisiveness between plans within the same
municipality
 Might lead to tougher decisions for municipalities on how much
to fund each plan
 Fewer plans are required to adopt stronger standards
The following describe the strategies for the underfunded pension plans no matter which
method above is selected. A variation on the strategies for Philadelphia and Pittsburgh appear
in a subsequent section.
Require underfunded pension plans to adopt new investment and benefit standards. The
following is meant to control costs and provide a more transparent picture of the actual funding
status of the pension plan. All of these requirements on underfunded plans are permanent.


Cap the amount of overtime that may be included in the pension calculation at 10
percent of the final five years’ average base salary. This allows more predictability
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by the municipalities and the ability to project and manage their pension costs while
still allowing some accumulated overtime to be reflected in pensioners’ benefits.


Exclude accumulated leave from pension calculations. As in Act 600 (Municipal
Police Pension Law), any accumulated sick, vacation, or other unused leave may not
be used in pension benefit calculations.



Adopt realistic rate of return assumptions. Plans should adopt an assumed rate of
return on investments that more accurately reflects long-term realized returns. The
practice of using unrealistically high rates of return for investments must be
eliminated. The practice allows local governments to pay lower MMOs and
therefore underfund their pension obligations while simultaneously using the
proceeds to help fund other budget holes. The result is a worsening funded status of
plans.
For municipalities currently using an excessively high rate of return, a reduction will
be a material change, but the reduction is critical to reforming pension funding
obligations and positioning funds to meet their obligations.
To soften the impact of the adjustment, plans may transition to a lower rate of
return gradually, by reducing their current rate by one percentage point per year.



Control investment management fees. Require that investment management fees
not exceed 50 basis points per annum. For reference, plans should use fees charged
by passively managed funds as a benchmark. While active investment managers
have a role in investment management, and a very few managers have consistently
demonstrated an ability to earn returns in excess of the market, such relationships
need to be carefully monitored. Employing active managers must not come at the
expense of putting someone’s retirement income at risk.



Disallow any benefit enhancement that would cause the funding ratio to fall below
90 percent. Quite simply, you should not enhance benefits if you cannot honestly
afford to do so. Enhancements may be considered only if, after making them, the
pension plan remains at least 90 percent funded.



Specifically require that any gains above the projected rate of return be retained
by the fund until the plan is 130 percent funded. Given the volatility of the market,
firm restrictions should be put in place as to how higher-than-expected returns may
be used. This is the key to preventing actions such as what happened in the City of
Philadelphia earlier this year, where the city – despite having its pensions funded at
less than 48 percent of its obligation – mailed $31 million in bonus checks to
retirees, when the actual rate of return exceeded the assumed rate.



Prohibit Deferred Retirement Option Plans (DROP). Lump-sum payments resulting
from DROP programs should be eliminated for all plans. DROPs represent a financial
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burden on the city or municipality obligated for the payment, and take monies away
from the pension plan of retirees
Shift management responsibility for underfunded plans to a single shared investment
manager and plan administrator. While the investments would be managed by an
independent statewide organization, the current benefit levels – as determined by the contract
between the municipality and the employee – will remain the same, at least for current
employees. The plans also will remain the financial responsibility of the municipality.
Municipalities will be charged for the administrative costs in this statewide management plan
based upon the number of plan members. Once a plan shifts to this manager, it may not shift
back out.
The shared investment manager and plan administrator must adhere to all of the standards
above, including utilizing a realistic assumed rate of return and maintaining controls on
investment management fees.
Moving these underfunded plans to a new shared manager would begin one year from the date
of the authorizing legislation being signed into law, with staggered entry dates based on level of
underfunding. This approach to implementation provides time for the shared manager to
adequately handle the influx of new plans. The specifics of this phase-in should be determined
in collaboration with the shared manager.
Underfunded plans may opt not to enter the shared management if they demonstrate that
their pension plan funding level has risen above 80 percent since publication of the most recent
data from PERC and before the required entrance date.
The shared investment manager and plan administrator must meet the following qualifications:





Possesses an existing cost effective structure to centralize management of assets
Has expenses that do not exceed existing cost levels of the Pennsylvania Municipal
Retirement System (PMRS).
Requires the use of a realistic rate of return when municipalities are estimating their
pension liability.
Demonstrates a minimum of 10 years’ experience in managing multiple public
pension funds in Pennsylvania.

Consider the creation of new statewide benefit structures for all new hires in the underfunded
plans. Two benefit structures are included; one for public safety employees and one for nonuniformed employees. If this avenue is pursued, the task force recommends immediately
consulting with a public employee pension design expert who can recommend a fair and
predictable benefit plan design based on nationally accepted best practices and tailored to our
specific circumstances. This plan should include a provision for portability of pension benefits
accrued between municipalities.
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Review the viability of the sale/lease/securitization of assets to help address significant
unfunded liabilities. Municipalities with underfunded pension plans should assess potential
benefits of selling, leasing, or otherwise securitizing assets, such as water and sewer systems,
that would provide a fiscal net gain and would not lead to higher costs for the municipality in
the future. This is a viable option for only a very small number of municipalities with
underfunded pensions.

Strategies for Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Because Philadelphia and Pittsburgh together represent over $6 billion of the state’s total
municipal pension plan unfunded liability, the task force recommends that each of the two
cities have the option of either joining the other underfunded municipalities in the statewide
management system outlined above, or that each maintain its own investment manager/plan
administrator that adopts the recommended standards above.
If opting to adhere to the standards under their own management, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
must develop, within six months of enactment, a five-year plan to meet the standards and
create a new plan for new hires. Both cities must submit an annual report detailing the
implementations and achievements to date, with copies to the Governor, General Assembly,
Auditor General, and PERC. Failure to submit a five year plan or annual report or to comply
with the five-year plan will result in the loss of all Act 205 state aid.

Modernize data collection, reporting requirements, and state aid system
Currently, municipalities must submit their pension information via hard copy to PERC and the
Department of the Auditor General. In addition to being a cumbersome, labor-intensive, and
outdated process, it creates a frustrating lag in the reporting of data. PERC must manually
enter all information for thousands of plans. As a result, PERC is only able to publish their report
every two years, which prevents a timely assessment of the status of Pennsylvania’s municipal
pension funds.
The Department of the Auditor General, PERC, and the appropriate commonwealth agencies
should work together to develop a cost-effective plan to modernize state aid distribution and
reporting systems to create greater efficiencies and enable annual reporting in line with
common industry practice. If moved to an electronic reporting system, PERC should be required
to report annual figures, creating a more up-to-date understanding of a plan’s relative health,
including any progress or decline in unfunded liability. In addition, the MMO calculation should
be made annually.
The goal for implementation for electronic filing should be 2017. The Department of the
Auditor General will continue previous discussions with the Governor’s Center for Local
Government Services to utilize their new e-filing system to obtain necessary data. PERC will
establish its plan for e-filing as well.
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Summary
A consensus of stakeholders – on all sides of the pension issue – believe that it is imperative
that we immediately address problems with the commonwealth’s system of local government
pension plans. The recommendations presented in this report of Governor Tom Wolf’s
Municipal Pension Task Force are realistic and responsible reforms to Pennsylvania’s municipal
pension challenges.
We recommend increasing transparency and accountability for all municipal pension plans by:





Increasing penalties for municipalities that do not pay their full minimal municipal
obligation (MMO).
Ending the current practice of allowing state municipal pension aid to be used for
administrative expenditures.
Adopting standards to require municipalities to disclose pension liability and requiring
the public posting of municipal pension costs.
Excluding municipal pensions from collective bargaining.

We recommend helping with the recovery of underfunded pension plans by:





Requiring underfunded pension plans to adopt new investment and benefit standards
including controlling management fees, capping overtime and excluding accumulated
leave from pension calculations, eliminating lump-sum DROP payments, adopting
realistic rates of return on investments and limiting benefit enhancement.
Shifting management responsibility for underfunded plans to a shared investment
manager.
Possibly creating a new statewide defined benefit structure for all new hires in
underfunded plans.

We recommend that the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia pension plans be given the option of
joining the other underfunded municipalities in the plan outlined above, or maintaining their
own investment managers/plan administrators, with specific requirements and consequences
for achieving those reforms.
Lastly, we recommend that the Department of the Auditor General and the Public Employee
Retirement System work together to modernize state aid distribution and reporting systems to
enable annual reporting.
These recommendations will require discipline at both state and local levels. This discipline is
important for the viability of Pennsylvania’s communities. If we are able to adequately address
the municipal pension issue, a significant stressor for local government, we will be able to put
all communities on stronger ground which, in turn, will help Pennsylvania as a whole.
###
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Appendix A: Organizations Who Participated in Discussions
Allegheny Conference on Community Development
City of Lancaster
City of Philadelphia
City of Pittsburgh
City of York
Commonwealth Foundation
Council 13 AFSCME
Greater Reading Area Chamber of Commerce
International Association of Fire Fighters
Keystone Research Center
K&L Gates LLP
Lancaster County Chamber of Commerce
McNees Wallace & Nurick LLC
Pennsylvania Professional Firefighters Association
Pennsylvania State Association of Township Commissioners
Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors
Pennsylvania Fraternal Order of Police
Pennsylvania Municipal Retirement System
Pennsylvania Municipal League
Pennsylvania State Association of Boroughs
Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority (PENNVEST)
Philadelphia Fire Fighters’ & Paramedics’ Union I.A.F.F. Local #22
Philadelphia Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #5
Pittsburgh Firefighters I.A.F.F. Local #1
Pittsburgh Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #1
Public Employees Retirement Commission
SEIU Local 668
York County Controller
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SAMPLE CLIENT
Sample Monthly Statement

Industry Trade Settlement Date Change
On September 5, 2017, the financial industry will shorten the settlement cycle process for trades of
most securities (including equities, exchange-traded funds [ETFs], fixed-income products, unit
investments trusts [UITs], and other products comprising these types of securities) from three business
days after the trade date to two business days after the trade date. If you have any questions on how
this change will impact you specifically, please contact your Advisor.

1:0, 2:0, 3:0, 4:0, 5:0, 6:0

Terms and Conditions
TD Ameritrade provides monthly statements for active accounts and inactive accounts with assets.1
Account Summary: Tracks the current value of your account as of the report date and compares it
to the prior month.
Retirement Account Activity Overview: Review the IRS regulated transactions for the current and
prior years. IRS Form 5498 fair market value is based on the current account value including
Alternative Investments as of December 31 of the previous year and will be furnished to the IRS.
Holdings Detail: View your investments at the current market value. The display of cost basis
information is optional. Estimated Annual Income is strictly an estimate for future earnings based on
past performance. The value is calculated by taking the number of shares owned multiplied by the
dividend rate over a rolling 12 month period. Estimated Yield is a value obtained by TD Ameritrade from
quotation services or other independent sources. The display of estimated income and yield is for
informational purposes only and is displayed at the Advisors request. This statement represents a
statement of account assets and account activity of your account only.
Transaction Detail: All account activity is listed in date order, and reflected in the closing cash
balance.
Trades Pending Settlement: Executed trades with a settlement date after month end. These
transactions will be reflected in the Transaction Detail section next month.
Cash Services: Cash management transactions (including checks, debit card, credit card and ATM
activity) that cleared this month are listed in date order.
TD Ameritrade does not provide legal or tax advice. Please consult your legal advisor or tax
accountant when necessary. As a standard industry practice, phone conversations may be recorded
for quality control and transaction verification purposes.
For TD Ameritrade Institutional clients, your advisor firm is separate from and not affiliated with
TD Ameritrade, Inc. or TD Ameritrade Clearing, Inc., and each firm is not responsible for the products
and services of the other.
Accuracy of Reports: Please review this statement carefully. If you disagree with any
transaction, or if there are any errors or omissions, please notify us at 800-431-3500 within
ten (10) days of your receipt of this statement. Any oral statements that you have made to us
should be confirmed in writing. The statement will otherwise be considered conclusive.
Account Protection: Deposits held by TD Bank, N.A. and TD Bank USA, N.A., are insured by the
FDIC (not covered by SIPC) up to $250,000. Limits are per account ownership per institution. To learn
more about FDIC coverage go to www.fdic.gov. Securities, including mutual funds, held in your
Brokerage Account are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed by, any bank, are not FDICinsured, and involve investment risks, including possible loss of principal. TD Ameritrade is a
member of SIPC, which protects securities customers of its members up to $500,000 (including
$250,000 for claims for cash). Explanatory brochure is available on request at www.sipc.org.
Additionally, TD Ameritrade provides each client $149.5 million worth of protection for securities and
$2 million of protection for cash through supplemental coverage provided by London insurers. In the
event of a brokerage insolvency, a client may receive amounts due from the trustee in bankruptcy and
then SIPC. Supplemental coverage is paid out after the trustee and SIPC payouts and under such
coverage each client is limited to a combined return of $152 million from a trustee, SIPC and London
insurers. The TD Ameritrade supplemental coverage has an aggregate limit of $500 million over all
customers. This policy provides coverage following brokerage insolvency and does not protect
against loss in market value of the securities.
An investment in a money market fund is not insured or guaranteed by the FDIC or any other
government agency. Although certain money market funds may seek to preserve their value of your
investment at $1 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in such a fund. Mutual fund
purchases may be subject to eligibility and other restrictions, as well as charges and expenses.
Certain money market funds may impose liquidity fees and redemption gates in certain
circumstances. Dividends are declared daily and paid/reinvested monthly. The prospectus contains
this and other important information. Read the prospectus carefully before investing. Non-deposit
investments held by your broker-dealer are NOT FDIC INSURED / NOT BANK GUARANTEED / MAY
LOSE VALUE.
The balance in your bank deposit account or shares of your money market mutual fund can be
liquidated on your order, and the proceeds returned to your securities account or remitted to you.

Cost Basis: Cost-Basis, tax lot and performance reporting and Gainskeeper are offered and
conducted by CCH INCORPORATED. TD Ameritrade is not responsible for the reliability or
suitability of the information. TD Ameritrade and its information providers do not guarantee
the accuracy of the information and data provided. CCH INCORPORATED is a separate
company and is not affiliated with TD Ameritrade.
Margin and Options Account Agreements: Promptly advise TD Ameritrade in writing of any
change in your investment objectives or financial situation as they pertain to your margin or
options account agreements. Commission/Fee represents base commission and any options
contract, exercise, and assignment fees.
Current Market Prices: The market values of securities have been obtained, if available, from
quotation services and other independent sources. Values are based on the closing price, the
mean between the bid and asking prices, or other methods. If no market value is available from a
quotation service or other independent source, the security is subject to being reflected as Not
Available (“NA”). The valuations on your portfolio report are provided as general information and
we do not guarantee the accuracy of any securities prices. Mortgage backed positions are
valued using the remaining balance and the current market price. Portfolio report valuations may
not represent sales proceeds. The secondary market for Certificates of Deposits (“CDs”) is
generally illiquid and the actual value may be different from the purchase price. A significant loss
of principal may result from the sale of a CD prior to maturity. Bonds and/or Fixed Income
Securities trade differently than equity securities and do not trade on a liquid exchange. Rather,
they trade in the OTC (over the counter) market and sufficient liquidity may not exist for you to
sell your position prior to maturity. The sale of bonds prior to maturity may result in a loss of
principal.
Alternative Investments (“AI”), also called Non Standard Assets ("NSA"), are typically
investments in direct participation program securities (partnerships, limited liability companies, or
real estate investment trusts), commodity pools, private equity, private debt or hedge funds. AI
are typically illiquid investments and do not trade on a national securities exchange. The values
shown for these investments are estimated values derived from various methods, including, but
not limited to, unconfirmed management estimates, independent appraisals, the program’s net
assets, and/or third party tender offers that have been provided by the management,
administrator, and/or sponsor of each program, or by a third-party vendor without independent
verification by TD Ameritrade. Values may not reflect the original purchase price, actual market
value or be realized upon liquidation. If an estimated value cannot be established through these
methods, the valuation may be reflected as Not Available (“NA”). For additional detail regarding
valuation for Alternative Investments, please contact Client Services. These investments are not
covered under the SIPC. AI transaction fees are applicable to purchases, capital call processing,
and redemptions.
D Distributions on Direct Participation Programs and/or REITs are reported and a net investment
per share estimated value is also reported. Pricing and distribution information has been provided
by the sponsor, issuer or other external party responsible for reporting of the DPP or REIT and the
classification of distributions as income or return of capital, in whole or in part, is subject to final
accounting by such party(ies) and will be reported to you on a Form 1099 or K-1, as applicable.
Auction Rate Securities ("ARS") Pricing: The market values for ARS securities have been
obtained, if available, from quotation services or other independent sources. The accuracy of the
pricing is not guaranteed. If a market value is not available, TD Ameritrade will price the ARS
position, taking into consideration both the liquidityand underlyingcredit quality. The ARS may lack
liquidityand, as a result, there can be no assurance that such securities can be sold under current
market conditions.
REGULATORY DISCLOSURES
All transactions are subject to (i) the constitution, rules, regulations, customs and usages of the
exchange or market, and its clearing house, if any, on which such transactions are executed; (ii)
federal laws and state laws, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder; and the rules
and regulations of FINRA and the Federal Reserve System.
For an investor brochure that includes information describing FINRA’s Public Disclosure Program,
please contact FINRA at 800-289-9999 or www.finra.org.
The interest rate shown for TD Ameritrade Cash is taken from the applicable interest rate tier
for the Market Value balance in the TD Ameritrade Cash, as of the statement closing date.
Simple interest is accrued daily based on the interest rate tier applicable to each day’s
balance.
Financial Statement Notification: The statement of financial condition for TD Ameritrade
Clearing, Inc. is available twice a year and may be obtained at no cost, via the internet at
http://www.tdameritrade.com/financialstatement.html.

Option Assignment: All short equity option positions and some index option positions are
available for assignment. Exercise assignment notices for equity or index options are
randomly allocated among all clients’ short positions by an automated procedure.
Free Credit Balances (Rule 15c3-2 & 3): Under the client protection rules, we may
use free credit balances in your account in the ordinary course of our business which are
payable to you on demand.
Margin Accounts (Regulation T): If you have a margin account, this report is a combination of your
margin account and a special memorandum account. Trading on margin poses additional risks and is not
suitable for all investors. A complete list of the risks associated with margin trading is available in the margin
risk disclosure document. You may obtain a copy of this document by contacting us at the number listed on
page one of your statement.
Payment for Order Flow Disclosure (Rules 606 and 607): The firm receives compensation for
directing listed and OTC securities, and options order flow to selected market centers (e.g.,
broker-dealers, exchanges and alternative trading systems (including electronic communications
networks)) for execution. Compensation generally is in the form of a per share or per contract
cash payment. TD Ameritrade also may receive compensation related to the foreign currency
exchange component of transactions in foreign securities from market centers executing such
trades. TD Ameritrade posts SEC Rule 606 quarterly reports that include order routing
disclosures at www.tdameritrade.com. A written copy is available upon request. In addition, on
request, TD Ameritrade will provide the identity of the venue to which your orders were routed for
execution in the six months prior to the request, whether the orders were directed orders or nondirected orders, and the time of the transactions, if any, that resulted from such orders.
TD Ameritrade regularly assesses the execution quality provided by the market centers to which
we route order flow in seeking best execution for our clients. For non-directed client orders, it is our
policy to route orders to market centers based on a number of factors that are more fully discussed
in the Supplemental Materials of FINRA Rule 5310, including where applicable, but not necessarily
limited to, speed of execution, price improvement opportunities, differences in price
disimprovement, likelihood of executions, the marketability of the order, size guarantees, service
levels and support, the reliability of order handling systems, customer needs and expectations,
transaction costs and whether the firm will receive remuneration for routing order flow to such
market centers. Price improvement is available under certain market conditions and for certain
order types and we regularly monitor executions to test for such improvement if available.
Trade Confirmations (Rule 10b-10): All confirmations are transmitted on the transaction date. If
you participate in the Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRIP) details regarding the reinvestment of
dividends will be included on your monthly statements. TD Ameritrade will act as agent in having
your DRIP purchases executed.
Taxes: Transactions in foreign securities (including foreign company ADRs that trade in the
U.S.) may include taxes and fees charged by the foreign markets or governments, which
may be reflected in the price of the security or charged as an independent line item.
Privacy Policy Notification: A copy of the TD Ameritrade privacy policy is available at
www.tdameritrade.com
Callable Securities: The allocation of partial redemptions or calls is done using a pro-rata lottery
system. A description of the procedures for callable securities is available on the website or hard
copies are available upon request.
In case of errors or questions about your Electronic Fund Transfers, please contact us at
1-800-669-3900, or in writing to P.O. Box 2209, Omaha, NE 68103, or by email at
clientservices@tdameritrade.com. The information contained in your account statement shall be
binding upon you if you do not object within sixty (60) days for any transfer of funds subject to
Regulation E, such as ATM and point-of-sale transfers, debit transactions, direct deposits, and
withdrawals. We must hear from you no later than 60 days after we sent you the FIRST
statement on which the error or problem appeared.
(1) Tell us your name and account number.
(2) Describe the error or the transfer you are unsure about, and explain as clearly as you
can why you believe it is an error or why you need more information.
(3) Tell us the dollar amount of the suspected error.
We will investigate your complaint and will correct any error promptly. If we take more than 10
business days to do this, we will credit your account for the amount you think is in error, so that
you will have the use of the money during the time it takes us to complete our investigation.

Tax Reporting: The portfolio report is not a tax document. You will receive Form 1099 for annual tax
reporting in compliance with IRS requirements (includes taxable interest, dividends, capital gains,
taxes withheld, and sales proceeds). Some payments are subject to reclassification which will be
reflected on subsequent tax reports.

1Due to rounding adjustments, the statement details may not equal the statement totals.
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Account xxxxxxx
Sample Client

MONTHLY STATEMENT

Reporting Period: July 1 - 31, 2017

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

YOUR INDEPENDENT ADVISOR
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC
115 W STATE ST
STE 300
MEDIA PA 19063

Questions? - Contact us.
(800) 431-3500

$14,522,787.19

CHANGE IN ACCOUNT VALUE
This Month
7/1/17 - 7/31/17

BEGINNING VALUE
Deposits to Account

$14,297,271.16
44,859.80

Dividends and Interest
For questions regarding the services provided
by your Independent Advisor call
(610) 891-1677

Total Account Value:

Year to Date
1/1/17 - 7/31/17

$16,239,965.97
232,104.13

6,909.39

148,324.17

Market Appreciation/(Depreciation)

270,707.20

1,342,594.65

Withdrawals from Account

(89,811.72)

(3,417,946.35)

Other Income or Expense
ENDING VALUE
CHANGE IN VALUE

(7,148.64)

(22,255.38)

$14,522,787.19

$14,522,787.19

$225,516.03

$(1,717,178.78)

TD Ameritrade Clearing, Inc., Member SIPC

SUMMARY OF HOLDINGS

Other Income or Expense
Miscellaneous expenses
including management fees, as
well as TD Ameritrade fees (such
as for wire transfer or returned
checks) and/or miscellaneous
income credited to the account
such as a margin interest
adjustment, royalties, etc.

(does not represent an asset allocation)

Market Value
as of 7/31/17

Cash and Cash Alternatives
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
TOTAL VALUE

Market Appreciation/
Depreciation
The change in value of
investments due to the market
assessment of their worth, which
is separate from value added by
corporate actions (such as the
issuance of dividend or interest
payments) and your own
additions or withdrawals.

Percent of
Account

$345,852.80

2.38%

14,176,934.39

97.62

$14,522,787.19

100.0%
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HOLDINGS DETAIL
CASH AND CASH ALTERNATIVES

Investment Description

Quantity

FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC

-

TOTAL CASH & CASH ALTERNATIVES

Price

$

-

Market Value

$345,852.80
$345,852.80

EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS (ETFs)
Investment Description

ISHARES
TIPS BOND ETF
VANGUARD
TOTAL BOND MARKET ETF
VANGUARD
INTL BOND INDEX ETF
VANGUARD
INTL EQUITY INDEX
VANGUARD
INTERMEDIATE TERM CORP BOND ET
VANGUARD
CRSP US MID CAP INDEX
VANGUARD
CRSP US LARGE CAP GROW IND ETF
VANGUARD
CRSP US LARGE CAP VALUE IND ET

Questions? Consult your Independent Advisor:
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC (610) 891-1677

Symbol/
CUSIP

Quantity

Closing
Price

TIP

2,758

$113.66

$313,474.28

BND

19,252

81.99

1,578,471.48

5,755

54.40

313,072.00

VEU

75,240

51.72

3,891,412.80

VCIT

10,827

88.13

954,183.51

6,258

145.09

907,973.22

VUG

20,520

130.27

2,673,140.40

VTV

26,935

98.05

2,640,976.75

BNDX

VO

Market Value
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HOLDINGS DETAIL (continued)
EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS (ETFs)
Symbol/
CUSIP

Investment Description

VANGUARD
SMALL CAP ETF

VB

Quantity

Closing
Price

Market Value

6,593

137.15

904,229.95

TOTAL EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS (ETFs)

$14,176,934.39
14,176,934.39

TOTAL EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS- LONG POSITION

TOTAL HOLDINGS

$14,522,787.19

TOTAL ACCOUNT VALUE

$14,522,787.19

TRANSACTIONS DETAIL
Transaction
Date

Settlement
Date
Activity Type

07/10

07/10

Dividends and Interest

07/10

07/10

Dividends and Interest

07/10

07/10

Dividends and Interest

Questions? Consult your Independent Advisor:
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC (610) 891-1677

Description

ISHARES
TIPS BOND ETF
PAYABLE: 07/10/2017
ORDINARY DIVIDENDS 804.94
VANGUARD
TOTAL BOND MARKET ETF
PAYABLE: 07/10/2017
ORDINARY DIVIDENDS 3266.54
VANGUARD
INTERMEDIATE TERM CORP BOND ET
PAYABLE: 07/10/2017
ORDINARY DIVIDENDS 2533.52

Symbol/
CUSIP

Quantity

Price

Transaction
Amount

TIP

-

$-

$804.94

BND

-

-

3,266.54

VCIT

-

-

2,533.52
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TRANSACTIONS DETAIL (continued)
Transaction
Date

Settlement
Date
Activity Type

07/10

07/10

Dividends and Interest

07/10

07/10

Other Income or Expense

07/24
07/25

07/24
07/25

Withdrawals from Account
Deposits to Account

07/28

07/28

Withdrawals from Account

07/31

07/31

Dividends and Interest

Symbol/
CUSIP

Description

VANGUARD
INTL BOND INDEX ETF
PAYABLE: 07/10/2017
ORDINARY DIVIDENDS 282.00
QUARTERLY MGMT FEE
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC 9130206661
ACH 017205007511733 TDA ACH ENTRY
CASH RECEIVED
CHECK13745
CASH DISBURSEMENT CHK 13154796
INVOICE NO. 147922
FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC
ON 22.39 SHARES
INTEREST: INSURED
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT BANK USA
PAYABLE: 07/31/2017
INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT INTEREST
22.39

Quantity

Price

Transaction
Amount

BNDX

-

-

282.00

-

-

-

(7,148.64)

-

-

-

(87,311.72)
44,859.80

-

-

-

(2,500.00)

-

22.39

MMDA12

22.39

TD AMERITRADE CASH INTEREST CREDIT/EXPENSE
Begin
Date

07/25

Margin
Balance

$-

TOTAL INTEREST INCOME/(EXPENSE)

Questions? Consult your Independent Advisor:
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC (610) 891-1677

Credit
Balance

Number
of Days

Interest
Rate

Interest
Debited

Interest
Credited

$44,859.80

1

0.0500

-

$ -

-

-
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Account xxxxxxx

MONTHLY STATEMENT

Sample Client

Reporting Period: July 1 - 31, 2017

INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT TD AMERITRADE INTEREST CREDIT/EXPENSE
Begin
Date

Balance

Number
of Days

Interest
Rate

Interest
Accrued

MTD
Accrued

MTD
Paid

07/01

$391,043.97

9

0.0700

$6.75

$6.75

$-

07/10

390,782.33

14

0.0700

10.48

17.23

-

07/24

303,470.61

2

0.0700

1.17

18.40

-

07/26

348,330.41

2

0.0700

1.33

19.73

-

07/28

345,830.41

4

0.0700

2.66

22.39

TOTAL INTEREST INCOME

Questions? Consult your Independent Advisor:
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC (610) 891-1677

22.39
$22.39
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Account xxxxxxx
Sample Client

MONTHLY STATEMENT

Reporting Period: July 1 - 31, 2017

INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT ACTIVITY
Transaction
Date

Settlement
Date

Transaction

Description

Amount

Opening Balance

Balance

$391,043.97

07/10

07/10

Received

07/11

07/11

Delivered

07/25

07/25

Delivered

07/26

07/26

Received

07/31

07/31

Delivered

07/31

07/31

Received

07/31

07/31

Received

FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC
PURCHASE FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT
FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC
REDEMPTION FDIC INSURED
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC
REDEMPTION FDIC INSURED
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC
PURCHASE FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT
FDIC INSURED DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
IDA12 NOT COVERED BY SIPC
REDEMPTION FDIC INSURED
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
INTEREST: INSURED
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT BANK USA
INTEREST: INSURED
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT BANK NA

$6,887.00

397,930.97

(7,148.64)

390,782.33

(87,311.72)

303,470.61

44,859.80

348,330.41

(2,500.00)

345,830.41

7.68

345,838.09

14.71

345,852.80

Closing Balance
TD Bank NA
TD Bank USA NA

$345,852.80
$247,500.00
$98,352.80

FDIC Insured Deposit Account (IDA) balances reflected in your brokerage account are FDIC-insured up to applicable limits and held by TD Bank, N.A., or TD Bank USA, N.A., or both. The IDA balances are not covered by the
Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) protection applicable to your brokerage account.

Questions? Consult your Independent Advisor:
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC (610) 891-1677
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Account xxxxxxx

MONTHLY STATEMENT

Reporting Period: July 1 - 31, 2017

Sample Client

**** THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING TD AMERITRADE INSTITUTIONAL - END OF STATEMENT ****

Questions? Consult your Independent Advisor:
INR ADVISORY SVCS LLC (610) 891-1677
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Fabricon, Inc. 401(k) Plan

ASD

Plan Id:

$89,108.90

Your Total
Portfolio Value:

Les M Paul
1952 Telecaster Ave
1952 Telecaster Ave
ST. Louis, MO 63017

Your Account Statement for January 1, 2017 - June 30, 2017
Period

Opening Balance

Year to Date

$84,257.34

$84,257.34

$250.00
$75.00

$250.00
$75.00

Contributions
Employee
Employer
Total Contributions

$325.00

$325.00

Withdrawals

$0.00

$0.00

Loans

$0.00

$0.00

Fees

$0.00

$0.00

Investment Results

$4,526.56

$4,526.56

Closing Balance

$89,108.90

$89,108.90

Your Total Vested Value

$89,108.90

Your Total Outstanding Loan Balance

$0.00

Loan Payments

$0.00

$0.00

Fund Transfers

$0.00

$0.00

Website Information
Log-in to your account at https://investlink.aspireonline.com. Your default user name is your account ID number, and your default
password is the last four digits of your Social Security number. You will be prompted to change your password upon first login.

Contact Information

Message Board

Questions or assistance, please
contact a specialist at 866-634-5873
or info@aspireonline.com.

Ttransaction detail information is
available on the website. After
signing in with your ID and PIN, click
on Services on the top menu, and
scroll down to Transaction History.

Your Portfolio Allocation
Current Investment Elections
Money Type

Current Savings Allocation
Percent

C onserv ativ e Model

All Sources

Conservative Model

100.00%

41.69%
0.89%

D F A Inf lation-Protected
Securities I
D F A International Sm all
C ap Value I
Growth Model
Moderate Model

0.18%
35.82%

21.42%

Model
Fund Description

Total

Unit

Closing

Units

Price

Balance

Percent of
Current

$161.23

Holdings
0.18%

DFA Emerging Markets Core Equity I

0.253 20.540000

$5.19

0.01%

DFA Global Real Estate Securities Port

0.265 10.790000

$2.86

0.00%

DFA Inflation-Protected Securities I

1.699 11.690000

$19.86

0.02%

DFA International Small Cap Value I

0.164 21.730000

$3.56

0.00%

DFA International Small Company I

0.175 19.980000

$3.50

0.00%

DFA International Value III

0.350 15.400000

$5.39

0.01%

DFA US Large Cap Value III

0.535 25.850000

$13.83

0.02%

DFA US Micro Cap I

0.166 21.160000

$3.51

0.00%

PIMCO CommoditiesPLUS® Strategy
Instl
PIMCO Foreign Bond (USD-Hedged) I

1.321

5.640000

$7.45

0.01%

1.646 10.520000

$17.32

0.02%

Vanguard 500 Index Admiral

0.077 223.750000

$17.23

0.02%

Vanguard Developed Markets Idx
Admiral
Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index
Adm
Vanguard Small Cap Value Index
Admiral
Vanguard Total Bond Market Index
Adm
DFA Inflation-Protected Securities I

0.261 13.260000

$3.46

0.00%

2.684 10.460000

$28.08

0.03%

0.132 52.840000

$6.98

0.01%

2.137 10.770000

$23.01

0.03%

2,730.771 11.690000

$31,922.70

35.82%

878.345 21.730000

$19,086.45

21.42%

$37,147.64

41.69%

135.729 20.540000

$2,787.87

3.13%

89.198 10.790000

$962.44

1.08%

DFA Inflation-Protected Securities I

109.232 11.690000

$1,276.92

1.43%

DFA International Small Cap Value I

87.832 21.730000

$1,908.59

2.14%

DFA International Small Company I

75.391 19.980000

$1,506.32

1.69%

DFA International Value III

124.652 15.400000

$1,919.64

2.15%

DFA US Large Cap Value III

268.639 25.850000

$6,944.32

7.79%

73.931 21.160000

$1,564.37

1.76%

5.640000

$1,369.02

1.54%

96.183 10.520000

$1,011.85

1.14%

37.651 223.750000

$8,424.42

9.45%

Conservative Model

DFA International Small Cap Value I
Growth Model

DFA Emerging Markets Core Equity I
DFA Global Real Estate Securities Port

DFA US Micro Cap I
PIMCO CommoditiesPLUS® Strategy
Instl
PIMCO Foreign Bond (USD-Hedged) I
Vanguard 500 Index Admiral

242.733
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Model
Fund Description

Vanguard Developed Markets Idx
Admiral
Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index
Adm
Vanguard Small Cap Value Index
Admiral
Vanguard Total Bond Market Index
Adm
Moderate Model

Total

Unit

Closing

Units

Price

Balance

112.266 13.260000

$1,488.65

154.371 10.460000

$1,614.72

1.81%

52.163 52.840000

$2,756.29

3.09%

149.696 10.770000

$1,612.22

1.81%

$790.88

0.89%

DFA Emerging Markets Core Equity I

2.064 20.540000

$42.39

0.05%

DFA Global Real Estate Securities Port

1.348 10.790000

$14.54

0.02%

DFA Inflation-Protected Securities I

5.577 11.690000

$65.20

0.07%

DFA International Small Cap Value I

1.156 21.730000

$25.11

0.03%

DFA International Small Company I

1.248 19.980000

$24.93

0.03%

DFA International Value III

2.142 15.400000

$32.98

0.04%

DFA US Large Cap Value III

4.132 25.850000

$106.82

0.12%

DFA US Micro Cap I

1.178 21.160000

$24.92

0.03%

PIMCO CommoditiesPLUS® Strategy
Instl
PIMCO Foreign Bond (USD-Hedged) I

6.207

$35.01

0.04%

4.254 10.520000

$44.75

0.05%

Vanguard 500 Index Admiral

0.590 223.750000

$132.02

0.15%

Vanguard Developed Markets Idx
Admiral
Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index
Adm
Vanguard Small Cap Value Index
Admiral
Vanguard Total Bond Market Index
Adm

1.833 13.260000

$24.31

0.03%

8.269 10.460000

$86.50

0.10%

0.936 52.840000

$49.45

0.06%

7.610 10.770000

$81.95

0.09%

Your Personal Rate of Return
Pror

1 Month

-0.22%

3 Months

1.62%

1 Year

8.19%

2 Years

4.92%

Current
Holdings
1.67%

5.640000

$89,108.90

Total:

Period

Percent of

100.00%

10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

2 Years

Your Vesting Summary
You are always 100%
vested in your own

Source

contributions

Employee Deferral

Current

Current Vested

Current

Balance

Percent

Vested Value

$75,629.89

100.00%

$75,629.89

Employee Roth

$224.28

100.00%

$224.28

Employer Match

$793.71

100.00%

$793.71

$12,461.02

100.00%

$12,461.02

Employer Profit Sharing
Total:

$89,108.90

$89,108.90
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Your Investment Activity
Opening
Investment Fund

Balance

Contributions

Loan

Withdrawals

Investment

Closing

Vested

Payments

& Loans

Results

Balance

Balance

Fees

DFA Emerging Markets
Core Equity I

$2,382.44

$16.25

$0.00

$0.00

$436.76

$2,835.45

$2,835.45

$0.00

DFA Global Real Estate
Securities Port

$938.13

$6.50

$0.00

$0.00

$35.21

$979.84

$979.84

$0.00

DFA Inflation-Protected
Securities I

$33,227.41

$29.25

$0.00

$0.00

$28.02

$33,284.68

$33,284.69

$0.00

DFA International Small
Cap Value I

$18,393.00

$9.75

$0.00

$0.00

$2,620.96

$21,023.71

$21,023.71

$0.00

DFA International Small
Company I

$1,317.88

$9.75

$0.00

$0.00

$207.12

$1,534.75

$1,534.75

$0.00

DFA International Value III

$1,794.59

$13.00

$0.00

$0.00

$150.42

$1,958.01

$1,958.01

$0.00

DFA US Large Cap Value
III

$6,699.04

$42.25

$0.00

$0.00

$323.68

$7,064.97

$7,064.97

$0.00

DFA US Micro Cap I

$1,562.88

$9.75

$0.00

$0.00

$20.17

$1,592.80

$1,592.80

$0.00

PIMCO CommoditiesPLUS®
Strategy Instl

$1,594.45

$16.25

$0.00

$0.00

-$199.22

$1,411.48

$1,411.48

$0.00

PIMCO Foreign Bond
(USD-Hedged) I

$1,048.41

$19.50

$0.00

$0.00

$6.01

$1,073.92

$1,073.92

$0.00

Vanguard 500 Index
Admiral

$7,866.80

$52.00

$0.00

$0.00

$654.87

$8,573.67

$8,573.66

$0.00

Vanguard Developed
Markets Idx Admiral

$1,333.74

$9.75

$0.00

$0.00

$172.93

$1,516.42

$1,516.42

$0.00

Vanguard Short-Term
Bond Index Adm

$1,688.69

$35.75

$0.00

$0.00

$4.86

$1,729.30

$1,729.30

$0.00

Vanguard Small Cap
Value Index Admiral

$2,747.34

$19.50

$0.00

$0.00

$45.88

$2,812.72

$2,812.72

$0.00

Vanguard Total Bond
Market Index Adm

$1,662.54

$35.75

$0.00

$0.00

$18.89

$1,717.18

$1,717.18

$0.00

$84,257.34

$325.00

$0.00

$0.00

$4,526.56

$89,108.90

$89,108.90

$0.00

Totals:

Your Source Summary
Opening
Source

Employee Deferral

Balance

Contributions

Withdrawals

Loans

Fund

Investment

Closing

Transfers

Results

Balance

Fees

$71,534.54

$250.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$3,845.35

$75,629.89

$0.00

Employee Roth

$213.37

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$10.91

$224.28

$0.00

Employer Match

$684.77

$75.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$33.94

$793.71

$0.00

$11,824.66

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$636.36

$12,461.02

$0.00

$84,257.34

$325.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$4,526.56

$89,108.90

$0.00

Employer Profit Sharing
Totals:

Fee Disclosure
Section 404(a)(5) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (ERISA) and Department of Labor regulations require
and investment-related information be provided to you because you have an account balance in the Plan or you are eligible to participate.
provided is based on the latest information available to the plan.

that certain plan
The information

To assist with meeting these disclosure requirements, the following information must be provided to you:
* Fees actually charged to your account,
* Fees charged by the designated investments,
* Fees the plan charges for administrative and individual services, and
* Investment Performance of the designated investment alternatives offered under the plan and their corresponding benchmark indices.
Some (or all) of the plan’s administrative expenses may be paid from the total annual operating expenses of one or more of the plan ’s designated investments
(e.g. through revenue sharing).
Additional investment information, including more current investment performance may be available through the listed funds'
web addresses. Please review the Fee Disclosure information carefully and keep it in mind when managing or monitoring any funds you may have in the Plan .
Page 4

Fee and expense information is only one of several factors that should be considered when making investment decisions.
Fees and expenses are only one of several factors that participants and beneficiaries should consider when making investment decisions.
The cumulative
effect of fees and expenses can substantially reduce the growth of a retirement account.
Additional information may be found at the Department of Labor's
website, www.dol.gov.
This information may also be made available through the participant website. Paper copies are available upon request by contacting
your Plan administrator,

Your Transaction Summary
Date

Transaction Type

Amount

05/01/2017

Contributions

$250.00

05/01/2017

Contributions

$75.00

Fee Disclosure Notes
Notes and FAQs
The plan pays outside service providers for plan administrative services, such as legal, accounting and recordkeeping services, unless the plan sponsor
elects, at its own discretion, to pay some or all of the plan administrative expenses. The cost for these services fluctuates each year based on a variety of
factors. To the extent these expenses are not charged against forfeitures or paid by the employer, or reimbursed by a third party, the plan charges these
expenses pro rata (i.e., based on the relative size of each account), at a flat rate per participant or based on asset size against participants' accounts.
An annual recordkeeping fee of .04% of the account balance will be charged to each individual plan account. This fee will be charged on a quarterly basis .
Each quarter, an amount equal to .01% of the account's ending balance for the quarter will be deducted from your individual account.
However, these expenses may be paid, in whole or in part, from revenue sharing payments that the plan receives from plan investment options. If revenue
sharing payments are received, the plan will pay less than the stated fees from participant accounts, and only those expenses not offset by revenue sharing
will be deducted from your account.
The actual amount charged in any quarter will be disclosed on your quarterly participant statement.
A glossary of terms to assist you in understanding your retirement plan's investment options can be found at www.investmentterms.com.

Investment Performance Summary
* Indicates Index/Benchmark Performance
Last 3
Investment Name

Ticker

N/A
*

N/A

YTD

N/A
N/A

Months

N/A
N/A

Since
1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

Inception

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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IMPORTANT NOTICE - Investment Principles: To help achieve long-term retirement security, you should give careful consideration to the
benefits of a well balanced and diversified investment portfolio. Spreading your assets among different types of investments can help you
achieve a favorable rate of return, while minimizing your overall risk of losing money. This is because market or other economic conditions
that cause one category of assets, or one particular security, to perform very well often cause another asset category, or another particular
security, to perform poorly. If you invest more than 20% of your retirement savings in any one company or industry, your savings may not be
properly diversified. Although diversification is not a guarantee against loss, it is an effective strategy to help you manage investment risk. In
deciding how to invest your retirement savings, you should take into account all of your assets, including any retirement savings outside of
the Plan. No single approach is right for everyone because, among other factors, individuals have different financial goals, different time
horizons for meeting their goals, and different tolerances for risk. It is also important to periodically review your investment portfolio, your
investment objectives, and the investment options under the Plan to help ensure that your retirement savings will meet your retirement goals.
For information on individual investing and diversification, you are encouraged to visit the U.S. Dept. of Labor’s website on these topics at
http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/investing.html.
Mutual funds are not bank deposits or obligations, are not guaranteed by any bank, and are not insured or guaranteed by the FDIC, the
Federal Reserve Board, or any other government agency. Investment in mutual funds involves risk, including loss of principal. Performance
quoted is past performance and is not indicative of future results. Performance information is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but
is not guaranteed as to completeness or accuracy.
S & P 500 Index is designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of
500 stocks representing all major industries. The S & P 500 Index serves as a benchmark for U.S. Large Company Equities.
Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the 2,000 smallest companies in the Russell 3000 Index, which represents approximately
8% of the total market capitalization of the Russell 3000 Index. The Russell 2000 Index serves as a benchmark for U.S. Small Company
Equities.
MSCI EAFE© Index is a capitalization-weighted index of stocks representing the markets of 21 countries in the developed world outside of
North America. The MSCI EAFE© index serves as a benchmark for International Equities.
Russell Midcap Index measures the smallest 800 securities in the Russell 1000. The average Russell Midcap Index member has a market
cap of $8 billion to $10 billion, with a median value of $4 billion to $5 billion.
Barclays Aggregate Bond is designed to measure performance of the USD-denominated, investment-grade, fixed-rate, taxable bond market
of SECregistered securities. The index includes bonds from the Treasury, Government-Related, Corporate, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid
ARM pass-throughs), ABS, and CMBS sectors.
Accuracy of Account Disclosure: Please review this statement carefully. Please contact your plan administrator immediately if you discover
any discrepancies or errors. Corrections will be made only for errors which you communicate within 90 days of the last calendar quarter. After
this 90 day period, account information shall be deemed accurate and acceptable to you.
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CERTIFIED 3(38) MANAGER
CBIZ Investment Advisory Services, LLC.,
dba CBIZ InR
JUNE 13, 2018
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Opinion Letter
June 13, 2018
To Whom it May Concern:
We have evaluated the qualification, capabilities and services provided by Michael B. Glackin of CBIZ
Investment Advisory Services, LLC., dba CBIZ InR (hereinafter referred to as “CBIZ InR”) to determine if
they meet the requirements of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended
[“ERISA”] Section 3(38) that permits qualified investment managers to be appointed as fiduciaries to
manage assets of ERISA plans.
Based on evaluations concluded on June 11, 2018 it is our opinion that, services provided do meet the
standards of ERISA § 3(38).
Evaluations consist of:








Background checks of all key personnel
Potential conflicts of interest
Reasonableness of arrangements and contracts
Scope of work performed
Adequacy of insurance protection
Investment track record
Use of Generally Accepted Investment Theory

These evaluations revealed no noteworthy concerns. Detailed findings from our evaluations are included
in the report that accompanies this letter.
Client evaluation indicated Excellent performance in Trust, Financial Performance, Quality of Advice and
Quality of Service.
Our opinion regarding the manager and his services is based on information provided by CBIZ InR and
confirmed through public sources where feasible. Any material change or discrepancy in this
information could change our opinion.
Very truly yours,

DALBAR, Inc.

DALBAR, Inc. © 2018
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CBIZ InR Fact Sheet
The Manager

Client Ratings

Affiliations

Number of Advisers:
5

Trust
Excellent
Financial Performance
Excellent
Advice Quality
Excellent
Service Quality
Excellent

Affiliated Firm:
CBIZ

Primary Revenue Source:
RIA Fees

Total Assets Managed/
Supervised by Team:
$1.05 Billion
Retail Clients Served:
Number: 725
Assets: $117 Million
Institutional Clients:
Number: 186
Assets: $933 Million

Primary Business of Firm:
Pension and Retirement Plan
Consulting and Advisory
Services
Broker/Dealer Name:
None
Provider Affiliations:
None

Notes:
None

Other Disclosure:
None

DE, NJ, PA, FL, TX

Liability Insurance:
$2,000,000

Previous Audit Date:
June 29, 2016

Web Site:
www.inradvisors.com

Phone:
610-891-1677

e-mail contact:
mglackin@cbiz.com

Other Information
Geographic Coverage:

The 3(38) Manager(s)
Adviser Name:
Michael B. Glackin

Experience as Adviser:
25 Years

Academics, Credentials & License(s):
CFP®, AIF®

Background Check:
Clear

Phone/email:
610-891-1677/ mglackin@cbiz.com

Adviser Age/Gender:
50 Years/Male

DALBAR, Inc. © 2018

www.dalbar.com
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Noteworthy Observations

CBIZ InR has been highly effective in the most important measure of an investment
manager… delivering for clients:
CBIZ InR has delivered… by unambiguously taking fiduciary responsibility for the advice
given to clients and for the clients’ assets it manages.
CBIZ InR has delivered… by earning the trust of its clients as evidenced by an Excellent
rating in this, the most challenging rating category.
CBIZ InR has delivered… by earning Excellent ratings from its clients in the three major
categories of financial performance, advice quality and quality of service.

DALBAR, Inc. © 2018

www.dalbar.com
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Prudent Choice Table
Federal regulations and common sense require that responsible plan fiduciaries make a prudent choice
of the providers that are used by ERISA plans. In order to facilitate the prudent choice, DALBAR has
examined CBIZ InR and rated the prudence of using it. The following table summarizes DALBAR’s findings
regarding the prudence of using the CBIZ InR for an ERISA plan.

Prudence Criteria

DALBAR
Prudence Rating

Primary Basis for Prudence Rating

Benefit to Employees

Excellent

Excellent investment track record.
Comprehensive scope of services offered.

Cost Effectiveness

Excellent

The range of fees are consistent with
industry practices of low cost providers.

Specific ERISA Requirements

Excellent

Formal declaration of fiduciary
responsibility, adequate insurance
protection, clean regulatory record.

Good Business Practices

Excellent

Provider is a knowledgeable expert. High
client ratings in quality of advice and
service.

Avoidance of Litigation

Excellent
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Asset Allocator Rating
The Asset Allocator Rating summarizes the three major criteria used for this evaluation. The rating
consists of three elements, Investment Quality, Allocator Methodology and Investor Outcome. Each
element may be one of four letter grades or an “” if no rating is available:
The DALBAR Asset Allocator Rating as of 6/11/2018 for: CBIZ InR

A
Investment Quality
This grade reflects the findings
that:




Underlying investments
consist of a broad array of
passive investments
Asset allocations are
made from low cost index
investment

A
Allocator Methodology

A
Investor Outcome

This grade reflects the
findings that:

This grade reflects the
findings that:

 Modern portfolio
theory is the strategy
used
 Allocator is an
acknowledged fiduciary

 Direct assessment by

investors yielded
“Excellent” ratings for:
o Trust
o Financial
Performance
o Quality of Advice
o Quality of Service

Explanation of Rating
Investment Quality- This rating is a composite of the underlying investments used in this Asset Allocator’s
strategy. The rating includes the investment performance, volatility, fees and expenses.
Allocator Methodology - This rating shows the thoroughness of the allocation process, fiduciary role, experience
and qualifications of the allocator and resolution of potential conflicts of interests (if any).
Investor Outcome - This rating measures the effectiveness of the Asset Allocation strategy. It is derived from any
of three possible sources: (1) DALBAR tests of an Asset Allocator model, (2) Investor retention after three years,
(3) Direct assessment by investors.
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Client Rating Recap
To qualify for certification, managers must exceed benchmarks in the areas of trust, financial
performance, quality of services, and quality of advice. The following graph represents the national
averages of favorable responses.
100%
100%
80%
78%

100%

100%
83%

82%

100%
87%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Trust

Financial Performance
National Average

Quality of Service

Quality of Advice

CBIZ InR

About DALBAR Ratings







DALBAR Certifications are issued to financial professionals and firms who have:
 at least five years of experience,
 a clear regulatory record,
 knowledge appropriate for services offered, and
 exceed national benchmarks in Trust, Financial Performance, Satisfaction with Services, and Quality of Advice.
DALBAR Ratings are not representative of any one client’s experience and are not indicative of future performance.
Additional information concerning these ratings is available from CBIZ InR.
This information must accompany the publication of DALBAR Ratings in accordance with guidelines issued by the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Professionals pay DALBAR a uniform fee for conducting the due diligence process. These ratings are part of a group of 2,545
professionals and firms tested.
DALBAR is not related to CBIZ InR or its affiliates and has the appropriate technical training and experience to objectively
certify, monitor and audit investment managers.
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Investment Management Services

ERISA Related Services

Define the client’s investment-related
goals and objectives



Conduct an initial fiduciary assessment



Prepare and maintain the client’s
Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”)



Oversee plan administration activities



Identify asset classes appropriate for
client’s portfolios



Support for DOL and IRS audits



Conduct due diligence for plan investment
options



Design rules for assigning participants to
QDIAs



Choose investments and create portfolios
according to the terms of the IPS



Place participants in appropriate investments



Develop and maintain model portfolios



Assist participants in selecting investments



Construct QDIA investment alternatives



Control and account for the plan’s
investment expenses



Monitor investment options and prepare
periodic investment reports



Periodically report investment decisions
made to plan sponsor and Named Fiduciary



Periodically report fiduciary decisions
made to plan sponsor and Named
Fiduciary



Select, hire and monitor other service
providers



Review plan’s success in meeting participants
needs and retirement goals and make
recommendations for changes



Other:
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Fee Structure
Usual fees charged for services:
CBIZ InR may provide discretionary investment advisory services on a fee basis. CBIZ InR’s annual investment
advisory fee shall vary from 0.20% up to 0.75% of the total assets placed under CBIZ InR’s
management/advisement and shall be based upon various objective and subjective factors. These factors
include, but are not limited to, the amount of the assets placed under CBIZ InR’s management, the level and
scope of the overall investment advisory services to be rendered and the complexity of the engagement.

Contractual arrangements that could result in direct or indirect compensation to manager or affiliates
on the basis of investment decisions if clients take actions on the basis of advice given:
None.

Sources of compensation and percentage from each source:

Source
1

Percentage

RIA Fees

100%

Other factors or suggestions from others that could improperly influence investment decisions or the
advice given to clients:
None.
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ERISA 3(38) Manager Disclosures
Acceptance of Fiduciary Responsibility:
CBIZ InR understands and agrees to act as a fiduciary and accept the responsibility for the investment decisions
made and advice provided to retirement plans and employees that elect to use its services. As a fiduciary, CBIZ
InR will act in the best interest of these employees and their beneficiaries.
The investment decisions made and advice provided will be based on CBIZ InR’s best judgment of what a
prudent person would do under the same circumstances. As a fiduciary CBIZ InR is not responsible for financial
results that are achieved or not achieved, provided that it can be demonstrated that a prudent process was used
to arrive at the investment decisions made and advice provided.
As a fiduciary, CBIZ InR will make investment decisions and provide advice that is consistent with the principles
of diversification so as to minimize the risk of large losses, unless under the circumstances it is shown to be
imprudent to diversify.
The investment decisions made and advice provided as a fiduciary will be in accordance with the documents or
other instruments governing the plan and consistent with ERISA.

Plan Provider Affiliation:
CBIZ InR has reported that there is no affiliation with product providers.
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Privacy Policy:
Michael B. Glackin, as an employee of CBIZ InR is required to maintain all personal information about any client
in the strictest confidence.
Information about any employee of a client of CBIZ InR is disclosed only for the purposes of conducting due
diligence and audits required by regulations.

Statement of Participant Rights:
The recipient of advice from CBIZ InR may separately arrange for the provision of advice by another adviser that
could have no material affiliation with and receive no fees or other compensation in connection with this plan.

Additional Disclosures:
None.
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Understanding DALBAR 3(38) Certification
What is the DALBAR 3(38) Certification?
The DALBAR 3(38) Certification Program provides investment managers with a powerful combination of sales tool
and compliance disclosures to satisfy the requirements of ERISA section 3(38). The DALBAR 3(38) Certification
Credentials includes:
• An independent opinion of the investment manager’s capability to serve as an ERISA 3(38) manager,
• A DALBAR three letter Asset Allocator Rating that encompasses Investment Quality, Allocation
Methodology and Investor Outcomes,
• An authorized testimonial from existing clients,
• Specific services offered by the manager and
• Material disclosures.
The certified 3(38) manager uses these Credentials to promote its services and to give comfort to existing and
prospective clients that the manager has been independently examined and found to be qualified and to have
the written obligation to act in client’s best interest.
ERISA Fiduciaries use the manager’s Credentials to comply with regulations that require fiduciaries to prudently
select and monitor all investment managers they engage. Instead of conducting their own investigation, ERISA
Fiduciaries can rely on the manager’s Credentials which have been independently prepared by a recognized
expert.
The Certification process and disclosures are compliant with regulations and guidelines from the Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and Department of Labor (“DoL”).
The certification process is entirely voluntary but provides support if/when the manager is challenged by
regulators, auditors, by litigation or arbitration.

About DALBAR, Inc.
DALBAR, Inc. is the financial community’s leading independent expert for evaluating, auditing and rating
business practices, customer performance, product quality and service.
Launched in 1976, DALBAR has earned the recognition for consistent and unbiased evaluations of investment
companies, registered investment advisers, insurance companies, broker/dealers, retirement plan providers and
financial professionals. DALBAR awards are recognized as marks of excellence in the financial community.
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Goals of Certification
Increase Employee Benefit
Retirement plans were created and adopted by employers as employee benefits. As such these plans can be
seen as an income supplement for workers that also has some tax preferences. Employers should understand
the value that is derived as an employee benefit and the first priority should be to maximize the return on the
employers’ retirement plan investment.
The first goal of 3(38) Certification is to assess the value of an investment manager as an employee benefit.
Considerations include investment returns and the expenses as well as intangibles such as the value perceived
by employees.
Cost Saving
Investment services can raise or lower the direct and indirect cost of offering the retirement plan. Complex and
confusing communication about the investment and the failure to provide clear answers to employee inquiries
add to employer costs. On the other hand, an effective phone center and Website that supports the investment
can save employee time and reduce employer costs.
The second goal of 3(38) Certification is to determine the extent to which an investment raises or lowers the
direct or indirect cost of offering a plan.
Required by ERISA
ERISA regulations add to the cost of offering a retirement plan but failure to comply can be considerably more
expensive.
The third goal of 3(38) Certification is to assess the degree to which the investment manager supports
compliance with ERISA regulations.
Good Practice
Good practice describes the steps that would normally be used in selecting a vendor or hiring an employee.
These steps are performed independent of regulatory requirements.
The fourth goal of 3(38) Certification is to use good practices as part of the process of evaluating the investment
manager.
Avoid Litigation
Litigation is not only costly it is also damaging to a firm’s reputation.
The fifth goal of 3(38) Certification is to examine the investment for presence of indicators that make the parties
involved more or less vulnerable to law suits.
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Vetting Standards Used
DALBAR has vetted CBIZ InR to determine if prudent standards for ERISA 3(38) managers have been met. The
areas of evaluation and the reasons for each item are listed in the following table:

Reason for Vetting
Done

Vetted Item

Increase
Benefit

Cost
Saving

Required
by ERISA

Good
Practice

Avoid
Litigation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



Background checks



Validation of
knowledge/expertise



Willingness to formally declare
fiduciary responsibility.

X

Client evaluation of trust,
financial performance, quality of
advice and quality of service

X




Scope of work performed

X



Regulatory compliance across
multiple regulators



Reasonableness of arrangements
and contracts

X
X



Avoidance of self-dealing,
potential conflicts of interest and
other improper influence



Adequacy of insurance protection



Completeness, clarity, accuracy
and usefulness of communication



Practices, processes and controls



Costs, Fees & expenses



Use of generally accepted
investment theory

X

X



Investment track record

X

X
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About ERISA §3(38)
The Plan Fiduciary Advantage
It is expected that growing numbers of ERISA Fiduciaries will elect to use 3(38) managers so as to transfer the
responsibility of selecting and monitoring plan designated investments and the associated liability to ERISA 3(38)
professionals.


As employers become more concerned about their personal liability for losses in their employees’ 401(k)
plan, there will be increased interest in outsourcing the fiduciary risk to ERISA 3(38) managers. When an
employer uses a 3(38) manager properly, any liability for investment losses is transferred from the employer
to the 3(38) manager.

There are two “catches” to properly using a 3(38) manager:




First is that the ERISA Fiduciary may lose some control of the investments that go into the plan, this is often
the duty of the 3(38) manager.
Second is that the ERISA Fiduciary must use a prudent process to select the 3(38) manager.

The loss of control means that employee objections and preferences can be made as suggestions to the 3(38)
manager and the employer may be powerless to make changes (other than terminating the 3(38) manager and
assuming any liability for losses).
The prudent process of selection is aided by the DALBAR ERISA 3(38) Manager Due Diligence. DALBAR conducts
the necessary steps and documents the process so that each ERISA Fiduciary can rely on the DALBAR process to
meet its obligation.

The Investment Manager Advantage
Investment managers that support ERISA Fiduciaries to prudently handle the trillions of dollars in ERISA plans
may do so in any one of three capacities… by offering investments (mutual fund, etc.) as a registered
representative… by advising the ERISA Fiduciary or participants as a 3(21) advisor… as a 3(38) manager.
The typical 3(38) manager has several advantages over the alternatives, such as:






Providing discretionary investment management for plans and/or participants
The use of investment models and pre-constructed portfolios as plan designated investments
Relieving ERISA Fiduciary of a large portion of its liability
Permit investment offering (models or managed accounts) to be used as a QDIA
May use mutual funds and ETFs but are not burdened by the requirements of registered investment
companies

These advantages are amplified by the DALBAR 3(38) Certification.
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Requirements
Section 3(38)(B) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) imposes certain registration
requirements on an investment adviser that wishes to be considered an investment manager under ERISA.
Section 3(38) of ERISA defines "investment manager" as any fiduciary (other than a trustee or named fiduciary)
(A) who has the power to manage, acquire, or dispose of any plan asset;
(B) who is
(i) a registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940:
(ii) a bank: or
(iii) an insurance company; and
(C) who has acknowledged in writing that he is a fiduciary with respect to the plan.

Duties of Responsible Fiduciary (Employer)
Employers have key responsibilities in using an ERISA 3(38) investment manager to advise about or to manage
plan investments. These responsibilities are to prudently select the 3(38) investment manager and then to
monitor the manager on an ongoing basis. Failing to perform these responsibilities, exposes the employer to
fiduciary liabilities. The following are guidelines from the United States Department of Labor.

Selecting the 3(38) Investment Manager
Selecting a 3(38) investment manager in and of itself is a fiduciary function. When considering prospective
managers, provide each of them with complete and identical information about the plan and what services you
are looking for so as to make a meaningful comparison.
Some items a fiduciary needs to consider when selecting a service provider include:
 Information about the firm itself: financial condition and experience with retirement plans of
similar size and complexity;
 Information about the quality of the firm’s services: the identity, experience, and qualifications
of professionals who will be handling the plan’s account; any recent litigation or enforcement
action that has been taken against the firm; and the firm’s experience or performance record;
 A description of business practices: how plan assets will be invested if the firm will manage
plan investments or how participant investment directions will be handled; the proposed fee
structure; and whether the firm has fiduciary liability insurance.
An employer should document its selection (and monitoring) process, and, when using an internal administrative
committee, should educate committee members on their roles and responsibilities.
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Monitoring the 3(38) Investment Manager
An employer should establish and follow a formal review process at reasonable intervals to decide if it
wants to continue using the current 3(38) investment manager or look for replacements.
When monitoring 3(38) investment managers, actions to ensure they are performing the agreed-upon
services include:
 Reviewing the service providers’ performance;
 Reading any reports they provide;
 Checking actual fees charged;
 Asking about policies and practices (such as trading, investment turnover, and proxy
voting); and
 Following up on participant complaints.
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Non-Uniform

ANSWER: NONE

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO

ANSWER: NO
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